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Students show indecision on election issues
An estimated 73 percent of SJSU
students are registered to vote, but
nearly as m._ny are undecided on
how they will vote on several key
races in the November election.
The results of a Spartan Daily
poll indicate an ambitious politician
might be wise to change his name to
"undecided." Upon doing so, he
would find himself leading comfortably in four major races.
Incumbent Governor Jerry
Brown and San Jose Mayor Janet
Gray Hayes are preferred by wide
Story compiled by
Don McCarthy,
Craig Hammack and
Keith Kropp
margins over their opponents, but
still contend with a large undecided
block.
The poll, conducted during the
week of Oct. 9-13, included 350
surveys from 18 classes selected at
random from all SJSU classes. Of
the 350 students responding, 255 are
registered to vote and 96 percent of
those registered said they plan to
vote.
According to the poll, 53.7
percent of those plan to vote for
Brown. This means, allowing for a
6.3 percent error margin, 47.4 to 60
percent of the student body plan to
vote for the governor.
The 70 percent of students
planning to vote compares favorably
with the national average. In the

1976 presidential election, 53 percent
of all eligible Americans voted.
Brown is leading his opponent,
Attorney General Evelle Younger,
by landslide proportions among the
student body. The results:
Brown 53.7 percent
Younger 14.5
Other 3.5
Undecided 24.3
The contest to become
Younger’s successor as attorney
general has been an issues-oriented
campaign. Even so, students are
largely undecided between law and
order candidate George Deukmejian, and recognized liberal
Yvonne Braithwaite Burke.
Burke 30.5 percent
Deukmejian 12.1
Undecided 57.2
Proposition 6, the Briggs
Initiative, enabling school districts
to fire gay teachers, loses in a
landslide at SJSU.
Yes 18.8 percent
No -6l.5
Undecided 18.0
Proposition 5, the initiative to
ban and restrict smoking in public
buildings is the closest race, the poll
indicates.
Yes 42.7
No 39.6
Undecided 4.7
Only 87 percent of those voting
answered the question on Prop. 5.
In the local elections "un-
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decided" decidedly dominates the
vote.
In the race for San Jose mayor,
incumbent Janet Gray Hayes leads
challenger Al Garza by a wide
margin, but trails the undecided
block.
Hayes 39.1 percent
Garza 12.8
Undecided 48.0
Seventy-nine percent, 202, of
those planning to vote are registered
in San Jose. The error rate on these
questions is plus or minus 7 percent.
Challenger Jerry Estruth leads
incumbent Joe Colla in the race for a
city council seat. But the total of the

two candidates’ percentages is only
24 percent.
Colla 8.9 percent
Estruth 15.3
Undecided 70.3
Measure F, district elections for
city council seats, wins a plurality
on campus.
Yes 26.2 percent
No 4.4
Undecided 62.3
The large undecided vote
diminishes what might otherwise be
a significant showing of trends in
local elections.
However, student indecision
does demonstrate a large amount of

Fullerton praises
field experience
"Cooperative education is the
bridge into adult life," SJSU
President Gail Fullerton said
yesterday at a "brown bag symposium" held for faculty and
representatives of bompanies in the
Santa Clara Valley.
Fullerton was the third speaker
in a series of seven sponsored by the
School of Business and Continuing
Education.
Cooperative Education is a
coordinated effort by businesses and
the university to give students
professional experience in their
career field while still working for
their degree.
According to Fullerton,
cooperative education "involves
coordination of classroom and work
experience."
"Cooperative education places a
student in a job," Fullerton said.
"The student is expected to put in
the same kind of work and commitment as a regular employee."
Speaking before a group of

Trial delay
for Suite
The trial of SJSU bombing
suspect Larry A. Suite has been
delayed until Nov. 8.
Suite, a former SJSU biology
major, was arrested in class Dec. 7,
1977 and charged with 17 felony
counts, including the Dec. 6 bombing
of the faculty office of Richard
Keady, assistant professor of
religious studies.
The trial was slated to begin
yesterday, but delayed when
Municipal Court Judge John
Kazubowski granted Suite’s Oct. 11
motion for a continuance.
Suite’s attorney, public defender
Byron Shecluneister, asked for the
continuance in order to obtain and
study physical evidence pertaining
to 10 of the felony counts against
Suite.
The desired evidence is now in
the possession of the FBI and no
defense expert has yet examined the
material, according to Shechmeister.
One of the items of evidence the
defense will review are the propane
canisters found both at Duncan Hall
and Suite’s residence, according to
Leon Fox, deputy district attorney.
The defense has contended the
canister’s were "fake bombs" and
not destructive devices.
Superior Court Judge John A.
Flaherty recently denied 11 defense
motions for the dismissal and
suppression of certain evidence.

faculty and businessmen, Fullerton
pointed out the advantages of
cooperative education for the
student:
theory and practice are integrated;
a chance to see if this field
suits them;
adds a sense of responsibility
to them;
contributes to the financing of
school;
worker interaction makes for
a greater understanding of all types
of people.
Fullerton also named the advantages for employees:
excellent source of permanent
manpower;
makes for employee loyalty;
good way to practice equal
opportunity employment.
Traditionally,
cooperative
education has the student going one
semester to classes and the next
semester to work, Fullerton said.
"During the 1975-76 school year,
40 students were assigned to field
work," Fullerton said. "Last year
we had 137 students."
As a comparison, Fullerton
cited California State University at
Fullerton which has 1,300 students in
field work.
Fullerton ended by saying she
would like SJSU to have 1,500
student involved with the
cooperative education program in
the near future.
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untapped votes at SJSU.
Not anticipating the large
turnout for "undecided," the Daily
neglected to ask voters if they
planned to make decisions before
casting their ballots.
A reading of demographic inpersons
formation
showed
describing their political philosophy
as conservative were about equal in
preference between Brown and
Younger, and are slightly more apt
to vote against Prop. 6. Liberal
Burke also captured several votes
from "conservatives."
A larger number of polled
students were under 25.
The Daily did not solicit comments, but a few voters offered their

personal views. Those views were
anti -government.
"It has got to the point where I
no longer care what happens in
Gov.( t )," wrote one student. He
marked undecided several times.
Another wrote, "government is
too large."
A 22-year-old female Spanish
major wrote, "screw freebies for the
minorities."
"The bad thing about politics is
politicians," another observed. One
man who described himself as a
"whitey," commented, "politics
suck."
A largely undecided voter
labeled his political philosophy
"ignorant."

African witchcraft
used for survival
By Christine Lewis
The women’s movement may be a godsend to American males
after all.
At least it’s up front, open, and everyone knows that women in
the United States are seeking equal status with men.
Not so in East Africa, where women have been forced to resort
to the supernatural, or witchcraft, to cope with men, said Dr. Jeff
Fadiman, a professor of African history and witchcraft from
Eastern Michigan University, Ypsilanti.
Specifically, the women of the Meru tribe in Kenya, which
Fadiman studied for 18 months as a graduate student, resort to
"spiritual possession" as their only weapon against severe male
dominance.
The process neatly solves the problem of a male abusing his
superior position by scaring him witless.
Before a small, intent audience Tuesday night at the S.U.
Almaden Room, Fadiman described spiritual possession as a force
outside the conscious which will take possession of the body,
especially the vocal chords, in order to issue a warning.
Fadiman compared the Meru spiritual possession rituals with
the scenes in the movie, "The Exorcist."
Dressed safari -style in a multi -pocket khaki shirt and white
slacks, the youthful 41 -year-old African history scholar related the
story of Big Mama, a Meru tribeswoman who was "log whipped"
regularly by her husband.
Big Mama overcame her oppressor, but only with the help of
spirits, claimed Fadiman, who lived among the Merus and now
spends his summer guiding "game-viewing" safaris in Africa.
A dead grandmother’s spirit reportedly took over Big Mama’s
body during a trance dance. The spirit warned the tribe that the
beating of her granddaughter must stop and that the husband
himself must be whipped in retaliation.
Intrigued by the spiritual possession process, Fadiman said he
first defined it as an example of human psychology, or humans
(Continued on Page 7(
Dr. Jeff Fadiman

by &Ian Stevens

County’s confidential files opened for inspection
By Jon Bernal
The County Board of Supervisors passed a resolution Tuesday
that will limit the disclosure of all
personal or confidential files kept on
Santa Clara County residents. It will
also provide those residents with
more access to their own individual
records.
The resolution passed on a 3-to-2
vote with supervisors Sig Sanchez
and Dom Cortese casting the
dissenting votes.
The legislation deals with
written tests or exam material,
educational records, financial
transactions, medical or psychiatric
records and criminal investigation
information.
All these records are to be made
available to Santa Clara residents
upon their request, as long as that
information is compiled on them
personally. However, criminal investigation material will remain

confidential as long as an investigating agency determines that
the release of that material will
damage its case, according to the
resolution.
Although it does broaden an
individual’s access to his records,
the other side of the coin is that the
new resolution will make it tougher
for outside agencies or interests to
view that information.
For example, under the
resolution, an agency can only
disclose information to:
The individual on whom the
records are kept.
Any agency with prior consent
of that individual.
An authorized representative
of that person.
Certain employees of the
agency in custody of the information.

Persons who give advanced
written assurance that information
will be used only for statistical or
reporting purposes.
Law enforcement agencies
when required for investigation of
criminal activity.
Public agencies investigating
an alleged violation of the law.
The resolution will compel all
county agencies to keep only records
relevant to their purpose. Also, each
agency will be expected to disclose
its source of information and
establish "reasonable" safeguards
to insure employees comply with the
new regulations.
Supervisor Rod Diridon said the
county resolution applies only to
personal and confidential information, adding there will be no
restrictions placed on the release of
public information.
Such ’public’ information in -

eludes police booking logs and accident reports.
The original legislation, hammered out by the Data Confidentiality Commission, was to be
voted in as an ordinance a law
enforceable by county government.
However, due to the complexity of
the eight-page ordinance and the
problems seen with enforcing it, the
board decided to water it down to a
resolution for a six-month trial
period before making it law.
Problems prompting that
decision were brought up by a
number of representatives of county
agencies who would have to deal
with the law.
One representative, Jim Dallas,
acting administrator of Valley
Medical Center, said to consult a
patient before releasing his medical
records would be difficult and even
impra,tical if that patient were
unconscious or in critical condition.

Another man, representing 19
contracting agencies, told the board
the enforcement penalties hanging
over his head could force him out of
business, since his business insurance costs would skyrocket.
Supervisor Dan McCorquodale
said the six-month trial resolution
should force these problems and
others to the surface. Agencies
having trouble complying with the
resolution can either apply for an
exemption or iron out those specifk.
problems with the board of supervisors, he added.
"We’re going to adopt the
resolution to work as a guide for six
months,"
Supervisor
Diridon
explained. "After that period the
resolution will become an ordinance
without penalty for another six
months.
"After that full year," he added,
"the ordinance will be pilot-tested
and can go into effect with full legal
teeth."
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Briggs strikes again

Prop 7 badly drawn
By Lisa M. Young
Proposition 7 is dangerously
overshadowed by the cloud of
controversy. surrounding Senator
Briggs’ Proposition 6, the antihomosexual school teacher initiative
in California.
Contending that the death
penalty mandate passed by the State
Legislature in August 1977 is "weak
and ineffectual," Briggs seeks to
impose, in his second initiative,
what would reportedly be the
nation’s toughest death penalty law.
His claim that a broadened list
of circumstances in which the death
penalty applies will serve as a more
effective deterrent from violent
crime comes as no surprise. The
tune of his argument hasn’t
changed. In true form, Briggs’ death
like his
penalty initiative,
Proposition 61, stems from very
simple-minded rationale.
But, whether or not California
voters agree with his claim or with
the precept that a death penalty is
essential morally and practically - to our criminal justice system, I
believe they must vote NO on
Proposition 7.
Californians aren’t being asked
this time around if they want a death
penalty, California already has one.
They are being asked to repeal a
carefully drawn death penalty law,
one which meets Supreme Court
qualifications that determine when
it is justifiable to execute a convicted murderer.
They are being asked to replace
it with one so full of inconsistencies

and obscurities that, the board of
governors of the State Bar of
California, in a formal opinion,
called it "unlawyerlike," as well as
vague and confusing.
According to many attorneys,
Proposition 7 has a good chance of
being declared unconstitutional if it
passes.
Ironically, 83 percent of
Californians planned to vote for it as
recently as September 11.
Lisa M Young is a
Spartan Daily reporter

But, if that majority of 83 percent really wants to strengthen the
death penalty, they are not going to
do so by voting for Proposition 7.
Instead, they are risking having no
death penalty at all if it is enacted
and subsequently overturned by the
California Supreme Court.
And if it is not overturned,
California will be left an extremely
sloppy but expensive piece of
legislation to deal with.
Minimum parole date for first
degree murders would be increased
from 7 years to 17 years and to 15
years for second degree murder.
Previous felony convictions could be
considered by the jury in deciding on
a punishment.
The stiffened penalties would
result in an increase of the
prisonopilation and state expenditures for an unspecified length
of time.
In addition, counties would be

footing the bill for three or more jury
trials in the case of a series of hung juries. Present law stipulates that
the judge must impose a life sentence after the second jury fails to
reach a decision.
Proposition 7 would, in the list of
special circumstances mandating a
death sentence, include "purposeless, cruel or atrocious"
murders, assassinations of elected
officials, firemen, peace officers,
judges or prosecutors, and murder
based on the victim’s race, religion,
nationality or country of origin.
In expanding the list of "peace
officers," for which an individual
would risk death for killing,
Proposition 7 specifically mentions
security guards at San Francisco
International Airport, but does not
mention security guards at San Jose
Municipal Airport. The idiocy of this
contradiction is inexcusable, even
for Briggs.
True enough, Proposition 7
would effect a tougher death penalty
law in California. Its author, Briggs,
would smugly feel as if he, at least,
had done his part in the "war on
violent crime."
But Californians will have been
the victims of a clever political
maneuver which lies behind
Proposition 7. The initiative they’re
left with is one of the remaining
issues of Briggs’ unsuccessful bid
for the gubernatorial nomination
earlier this year he got less than
one percent of the vote then. He
doesn’t deserve more than that now
for Proposition 7.

Younger fits corporate plan,
Brown maintains individuality
By Erik Sjobeck
There is a clear choice in this
year’s gubernatorial race.
Evelle Younger is a Republican,
an ex-FBI agent and as attorney
general, the top cop in the state.
Edmund G. Brown Jr. is a
Democrat, who once trained for the
priesthood, and as head of one of the
more progressive states in the
nation, dates Linda Ronstadt.

Erdi Slobeck is a
Spartan Daily editor’

Brown is a complicated, individualistic person. His refusal to
live in the governor’s mansion and
drive a limousine earned him some
votes, while his anti -capital
punishment stand cost him votes. In
both cases Brown stuck by his
convictions.
On the other hand, Younger fits
a familiar mold.
Younger admitted Saturday his
campaign had hired and five days
later fired two private eyes
gathering information on Gov.
Brown.
Younger’s statement came on
the heels of a Sacramento Bee article which identified the investigators and the campaign
staffer who hired them.
The article alleged that confidential state Department of
Justice files were made accessible
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to the investigators.
Younger denied the private eyes
were briefed by members of his
Department of Justice staff.
The campaign staffer, I,ou
Barnett, who reportedly hired the
investigators was called "overzealous" by Younger’s deputy
campaign manager.
However, aides said Barnett’s
title is "Opposition Researcher" and
he was hired to do research and to
compile information on the
governor.
Younger told reporters he had
no idea if the investigators, hired
Oct. 9, had come up with anything.
But he said if they have any "valid"
revelations about Brown he would
release it.
Ken Rietz, Younger’s campaign
manager, said the two investigators
were paid $2,500.
There is a clear distinction
between the styles of the two candidates. $2,500 is probably more
money than the value of Brown’s old
blue Plymouth.
The choice between Younger
and Brown becomes obvious.
While the two candidates differ
greatly in terms of personal styles,
they are likewise found on opposite
sides of what has been called the

major issue of this campaign:
energy.
Brown has opposed nuclear
power on the grounds that there is no
safe method of permanently getting
rid of dangerous nuclear waste.
Younger sees nuclear power as
a savior. Only nuclear power, he
warns, can avoid critical power
shortages and a major economic
depression in California.
Brown stresses other power
sources, such as solar energy and
dismisses talk of a pending energy
crisis in our state.
The choice between the two men
is made extremely easy when one
understands that the only possible
motive for promoting this deadly
nuclear technology is that a few
giant corporations stand to make a
lot of money.
The multi -national corporations
which control coal, oil and natural
gas, also monopolize plutonium.
"Crisis" isn’t that the word
they use just before they raise the
prices, or just prior to subverting
our constitutional protections
against unlawful survelience?
The Younger campaign is too
reminiscent of the campaigns of
former president Richard M. Nixon.
Vote for Brown.
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letters
Birdman not rich
Editor:
Yes Mr. Miesler, there was a
mistake in the article about the
number of birds I have mounted
over the past 10 years. lam sure that
you will be happy to know that I have
mounted approximately 1,300 and
not 13,000 birds.
As a result, my income is considerably less than what you figured
especially when you consider that
some of those birds were not for
customers.
Since I am not going to become
rich by practicing taxidermy, I do
feel that it is important for me to
attend school in order to obtain a
degree. Since I plan to get a job with
this degree, I do not think I am
wasting my time here at SJSU.
By the way, I work on Christmas
and 4th of July. I just take time off
from doing taxidermy on my birthday!
Victor Scaravilli
Industrial Technology Senior

N. C. in jeopardy
Editor:
The Spartan Daily is to be
commended for its excellent fourpart series on the future of New
College.
You should know, however, that
all University programs are now
subject to regular evaluation and
review. I hope you will give equal
coverage to these. Headlines could
read: "Is Chemistry a Thing of the

Past?" "Can Political Science Get
Beyond the 19th Century?" or
"Geography: Road to Change."
On a more specific matter, the
fourth part of your series discusses
New College’s "problem" with
recruiting faculty from other
departments, citing time conflicts,
the extra workload and a lack of
sympathy for the goals of New
College.
I’m a tenured faculty member in
"old college" and I taught half time
at New College last year. I did have
difficulty splitting my time between
two places and New College did add
substantially to my workload. But
these aren’t the only reasons I left
New College after one year.
I was uncomfortable in a
program that was in a state of
change and didn’t feel enough a part
of the program to participate in the
change. Uncertainty about what was
expected of faculty and students as
well as uncertainty about the fate of
certain faculty members made it an
unpleasant place to be.
I was also concerned about
being used to eliminate part-time,
untenured faculty. Old college
faculty members, with their tenured
positions to retreat to and their
substantial academic credentials
can be used to edge out New
College’s excellent part-time
faculty. I have too much respect for
my hard working and committed
colleagues at New College to risk
being party to a purge.
It’s crucial that any academic
program retain a core of regulars
that understands its goals and can
integrate newcomers. Without such
a stable base, the program will be in
constant confusion. Right now that
stability seems to be in jeopardy at
New College.
Terry Christensen
Department of Political Science

More disco
Editor:
This letter is intended for all
those people who agree with Tom
Lazarakis on the subject of disco.
Get with it. Broaden your horizons.
Why can’t you enjoy disco and rock
too?
We enjoy listening to rock
music, but when it comes to dancing,
disco is where it’s at. Try watching
some people dancing to rock and
pick out the best ones. Now, watch
some people dancing to disco and
pick out the best ones.
Notice the difference? In disco
dancing, the partners actually dance
with each other, if they’re good.
Notice in rock it’s hard to tell who’s
dancing with who.
As for Lazarakis’ criticisms on
disco music, he’s right. It’s not very
popular. I’m sure no one has heard
of groups like the Bee Gees, Commodores, Earth, Wind and Fire and
even the Rolling Stones are getting
into the act with their single "Miss
You."
Janet Cheung
Kathy Wallgore
John Gehrke
Business Majors

Still more disco
Editor!
Hooray for Tom Lazarakis!
Finally there is someone out there
who isn’t a disco zombie. As one who
is subjected to this form of "music"

which does not go beyond two
chords, I can sympathize heartily
with Mr. Lazarakis’ sentiments.
Even punk rockers can play
more than two chords! So all of you
disco defenders out there can take a
long walk off a short pier!
The aforementioned performers
may not sell as many LPs as the
Gibb Clones or K.C. and the Sunshine Band, but at least they put
their heads and hearts into their’
music, which is more than I can say.
for any disco act today.
Richard Kopecky
Journalism Juniiir:

Angel fan
Editor:
In response to your story on Pete’
Ciccarelli, the general manager of
the Salinas Angels, I have to say:
GREAT!
In my quest to see all the local
pro sports teams in this calendar
year, I decided to spend a night in
Salinas, watching the Angels take on
the Lodi Dodgers. Needless to say, I
had a great time, what with the
"MAAAD BOMBER," the
"SAAAAN BERNARDINO BANDIT," et al. It was a fun night, made,
especially so by the antics of Neat;
besides that, the:
Pete Ciccarelli
Angels won! Keep up the good work;
Pete!
Bruce Eddy’
Radio-TV Broadcasting Major’

Must protest
Editor:
October 18th marks the 40th -day;
commerrunoration of thousands whd
were killed in Iran on September 8tli
in one of the most savage, cold,
blooded massacres of human history:
by the shah’s troops. For the pas(
several weeks, little has been
revealed in the U.S. press about the
growing revolutionary movement in
Iran.
The following are current updates on the latest events shaking
the shah’s regime and his u.S. Iniperialist masters.
As a result of the week-long
demonstration of 7.5 million people’
during the period of September 4-9,
the shah’s fascist regime declared
martial law iri all major cities
throughout Iran, hoping to stifle the
growing people’s struggle to
overthrow his tyranical rule backed
by the U.S.
Today in Iran, despite the
martial law, nationwide derrion
strations of toiling masses, striking:
workers, students and teachers are
taking place. Hundreds more have
been gunned down. Over 200,000.
workers in various industry are
striking and have virtually brougt4
the shah’s bankrupt economy to a
standstill.
No matter what gimmicks anc/
propaganda tactics the Iranian
regime and U.S. press use to portray
the shah at a "benevolent;
modernizing liberal," anyone with
the slightest knowledge about Iraq
knows that the only modern thing
that the shah has done and exists 14
Iran is military.
The Iranian people’s movement
for independence and democracy
deserves international support
therefore, all must protest thd
recent massacre of thousands arat
demand the end to the martial law it
Iran.
Zahra EJUa
Art sedW
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and Faculty

GROUP DISCOUNT PURCHASE PROGRAM

Present this permanent membership card at any
TIRE SYSTEMS INC warehouse as identification which will entitle you to special
warehouse buying privileges, on the
purchase of tires, batteries.
shock absorbers and other
products as available

One of the West’s oldest and strongest Group Discount Purchase
Plans.
This Special Plan Available only to Members of Participating Groups

CLIP AND SAVE

When buying tires, batteries, shock absorbers and other related automotive products, consider these money saving member benefits found EVERYDAY at Tire Systems Inc
LOW PRICES
Factory direct, high volume purchasing power means lower prices and dollar savings to youi not a "limited time special"
Top quality not compromised for price.
PREMIUM AND 1st LINE TIRES
Dealer networks across the country
NAME BRAND TIRES
From major manufacturers with a "private" label
PRIVATE BRAND TIRES
WRITTEN WARRANTIES
Tire System Inc ’s industry -leading written limited warranty. Name brand tires carry manufacturers, nationwide written limited warranty
PROFESSIONAL STAFF
Highly trained Specialists will help determine your tire and service needs
CENTERS
INSTALLATION
Tire mounting/balancing/truing-front-end alignment/service work -brakes
FULL SERVICE
All service work invoiced at installation centers
FREE TIRE MOUNTING FREE BATTERY
INSTALLATION TSI MEMBER/PURCHASERS ONLY.
WE STILL OFFER MILEAGE AND ROAD HAZARD WARRANTIES ON MOST PASSENGER CAR TIRES!!
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35 54/39 64
43,48/4977
52 77/65 58

2 43
2 83
2 96
2 58
2 92
3 59
401

2 95
2 83
3 41
2 95
3 30
3 97
481

CAMPER DUPLEX TYPE
2 63 2 87
33 98/35 68
2 76 3 07
33 47/35 78
3 24 3 35
44 88/45 88
3 46 3 62
47 49/48 78
3 97 4 20
51 57/54 88
4 45 4 70
56 68/61 78
4 74 4 95
67 88/63 68
4 28 4 48
5788/61 88
4 56 4 88
60 68/64 78
5 68 6 04
69 88/73 78
6 03 6 40
74 88/79 68
50 48/63 68
3 86 4 35
59 48/72 88
4 50 5 23

[ET
194
200
233
244
260
2 78
298 BELTED TUBELESS
41 88/4468
334 359
6
266 G78-15
6
42 95/45 68
3 55 3 65
283 H78-15
8
51 49/53 59
304 L78-16TT
3 99 4 11
TT ’UBE TYPE
318
336 LARGE TRUCK
SIZES AVAILABLE
Flood-noWf
UMW Otis. del
Extra Mlle
73 59 /9463 6 43.7 24
825-20
10
85 86/100 39 7 54 8 41
900-20
10
1000-20
12 111 51/143 37 9 15 10 20
1000-22
12 118 76/152 69 9 77 11 24

Fiberglass So
Belted
78 Series

30.000 Mile Tread Wear Policy

A strong, long lasting. quality tire Smooth
gding polyester cord body with full width fiberlass belts for long mileage Tubeless. whitewall Nationwide litehme workmanship-mater
.tal. road hazard policies
Grow Disci:iv.’
Site
FE 1
PUrChOW Price

,

A78-13
878-13
C78-13
C78-14
D78-14
E78-14
F78-14
578-14
H78-14
J78-14
G78-15
H78-15
J78-15
L78-15

25
26
26
27
28
28
29
31
34
36
31
34
37
37

38
29
39
67
23
28
49
38
28
75
68
48
37
57

1 77
188
2 02
210
218
2 32
2 47
2 62
2 84
3 02
2 69
2 92
3 09
321

Special
R.V. Tires owpop
Extra wide. extra tough for both on and oft
hiway use Great positive traction Nationwide
workmanship material policies
nyGroupp,Dliesce ount,
Purchase
sue
T

TRACTION POLY
11-15 HIWAY RWL
11-15 HIWAY RWL
11-15 TRACTION RWL
11-15 TRACTION RWL
12-15 TRACTION RWL
12-165 TRACTION RWL
1015

54
52
57
58
60
67
69

4

4
6
4
6
6
6

4 15
401
391
4 08
4 50
541
549

50
50
50
50
50
80
50

Center Locations
Sacramento -San Jose
Emeryville -Seattle

RV Tire Service

Radial
608170-2
Series LA

Wide
70
Series *IF

RAISED OUTLINE LETTER

RAISED

’sir.
AR60-13
ER60-14
R60-14
60-15
L R60-15
BR 70-13
_ER70-14
FR70-14
5R70-14
OR70-15
01870-15

sim

Group Discount
Purchase Price

P11

5" to 7"
6" to 8"
6,f" to 9"
6" to 8"
7" to 10"
5" to 7"
5’4" to 7"
5’4" to 7"
6" to 8"
51/2" to 8"
6" to 8"

48 85
57 95
59 95
60 75
66 95
48 98
55 35
56 35
58 88
60 65
62 98

2 17
2 84
327
3 33
3 59
2 26
2 67
3 02
3 10
3 16
3 17

Rayon
Belted
Radials

*re.. hoe elOuehesc

COMPACT AND IMPORTED SIZES
2 ply rayon cord body 4 rayon cord ..its giving
15 plies under the tread Tubeless blackwall
Manufactured by one of the world s largest
RADIAL tire manufacturers Lifetime workmanShip material road hazard policies
Group Discount
Purchase Price

155SR-12
’155SR-13
165SR-13
., 175SR-13
,, .165SR-14
. USSR -14
155SR-15
165SR15

2?
27
28
30
29
32
29
31

36

36
58
88
98
88
58
88

hazard policies.

470-13
E70-14
F70-14
G70-14
G70-15
H70-15

GtouP
Poly
Price

Grout:,
Belled
Price

28 98
33 88
34 88
35 88
36 88
39 48

30
35
36
38
39

Extra
Wide
60 Series

29
88
88
28
38

2 44
2 58
2 74
285
300

*cm. im

1 96
2 47
2 61
2 78
284

INOUNIONL.

New extra -wide aggressive design gives maximum performance. Choice of 4 ply polyester or
2.2 Fiberglass belted. Nationwide lifetime
workmanship-material and road hazard policies
Sze
A60-13
F60-14
G60-14
L60-14
560-15
L60-15

Group
PolY
Price

Group

29 89
36 88
38 88
43 48
39 88
44 88

31 88
39 88
41 88
4588
42 40
46 95

f./!

Rice
2
2
2
3
3
3

Polyester gigibt
4 Ply

Offered in low -low priced blackwalls Whitewalls feature premium 30.000 mile tread policy
Nationwide workmanship -material and road
hazard policies
Group tilacteenall Ci4050 MR81700311
Purchase Price FE
Purchase Price
Sin

A78-13
B78-13
C78-13
C78-14
078-14
E78-14
F78-14
578-14
H78-14
560-15 H.
F78-15
578-15
H78-15
J78-15
L78-15

22 98
23 98
25 19
26 45
26 84
27 99
28 98
30 28
31 48
26 88
29 88
1048
32 48
33 88
34 88

19 88
20 98
21 57
22 88
23 54
24 88
25 58
25 98
27 50
24 88
26 88
27 48
28 88

1 76
184
201
204
212
2.27
243
260
283
181
245
265
287
300
314

en-

gineered for each
automobile
and
manufactured to
exact tolerances
by MONROE AUTO EQUIPMENT COMPANY
Improved design for increased radial tire performance Lifetime’ shock absorber service
policy on pans only purchase and lifetime’
Shock absorber service policy on parts and
labor with installation at our Service Center

*hock absorbing
8.95 Each

HEAVY DUTY

for extended tire life and comfortable ride
6.95 Each
STANDARD DUTY
1-3’16

Piston

1 Piston
exceeds original equipment limited applications
4.35 Each

LOAD LEVELER
Spring assisted shocks help maintain vehicle
freight due to sagging springs, heavy loading or
trailer towing
15.25 Each
AIR SHOCKS
clearance.
extra
Adiust vehicle height /or big tire
load capacity and towing Fits moat cars and
light trucks How kit incl
20.7$ Each

MacPherson
Struts

RAISED WHITE LETTER

Fl
I 47
1 63
1 83
1 97
i 95
2 08
1 89
204

Compact 4 Ply

EXTRA HEAVY DUTY
1-3,15 Piston for maximum
performance

FE 1
1 96

Steel Belted’/1c*
Radials 45..0."

4

The perfect match for the 60 series Choice of 4
ply polyester or 2 2 Fiberglass belled Nationwide lifetime workmanship -material and road

SW

COMPACT AND
IMPORTED METRIC SIZES
50.000 Mile Tread Wear Policy
Designed specifically for discriminate sport car
owners as well as compact economy car en
thusiasts Two full tread width steel belts assure maximum performance Tire Systems
inc .5 50.000 mile tread wear and road hazard
policies: nationwide workmanship-material
policies
Gawp Discount
Size
Purchase Price
29 19
1 50
155SR-12
155SR-13
32 23
1 65
32 38
1 83
165SR-13
196
175SR-13
35 97
188
1655R-14
36 19
175SR-14
36 88
209
185SR-14
237
37 77
155SR-15
35 69
1 82
36 58
207
165SR-15
METRIC "WIDE 70 SERIES"
Mfg. by Yokohama
36 88
1 75
175 70HR-12
41 98
211
185 70HR-13
44 88
2 30
195 70HR-13
Our lowest priced Tread Wear Policy
46 58
2 16
185 70HR-14
steel radial. COMPARE THE FEATURES 2
49 98
2 72
195 70HR- I 4
full width -of-the-tread steel belts (Not a
316
50 98
205 70HR-14
scaled down, narrow center steel belt) 2 ply
185
70HR-15
49
88
2 65
polyester Cord body offers a smooth ride. Tubeless. whitewall Lifetime workmanship
material, road hazard policies
all
Group Discount
Si,.
Purch0841 Price
BR78-13
206
35 19
25.000 Mile Tread Wear Policy
0R78-14
245
39 29
ER78-14
247
39 39
Special new design for economy car owners
FR78-14
40 58
265
Now available in soft riding 4 ply polyester
GR78-14
42 39
285
Nationwide lifetime workmanship-material. and
HR78-14
45 55
309
road hazard policies.
43 53
290
3R78-15
4 Ply
4 Ply
311
HR78-15
46 46
FIT
Patron
PorY
344
49 68
LR78-15
1 52
18 28
600-12
19 88
18 28
154
560-13
19 28
1 60
19 88
600-13
1 81
19 28
560-15
24 88
1 96
19 98
600-15
25 88
78 Series
*Add $200 for whitewalls

Precision

WHITE LETTER

10
78
94
47
02
60

2
2
3
3
3
3

22
82
07
56
08
70

WHEEL SYSTEMS INC.

55 000 Mile Tread Wear Policy
State-of -Art radial construe "711 Serpa"
lion and tread design Provides responsive steering control stylish,
comfortable ride Tire Systems Inc a 55.000
mile tread wear and road hazard policies.
nationwide workmanship-material policies.
"
Group Discount
Size
Purchase Price
AR 78-13
39 88
202
40 88
216
BR 78-13
44 88
245
DR 78-14
46 38
ER78-14
2 55
47 38
FR78-14
2 69
48 38
GR78-14
2 89
HR78-14
52 88
309
GR78-15
51 38
2 97
HR78-15
3 17
53 38
54 88
331
JR78-15
LR78-1.5
3 47
56 66

Shock
Absorbers

..0001II4

Just available built by the world s largest tire
manufacturer Belted design insures superior
radial handling perlorrnance Lifetime workrhanship-material. road hazard policies

Steel Belted
Radials

Steel Belted Radials

:2+2 Belted & 4 Ply4.11,4:
Sno,,

The newest concepi in front-end design for
foreign applications including. ARROW
CAPRI, COLT, DATSUN, FIAT. MAZDA. RABBIT, SIROCCO. SUPER -BEETLE. TOYOTA &
VOLVO. Correctly calibrated, self-contained
cartridge replaces a minimum of 13 original
parts 3-stage valuing adiusts to all loads for all
roads Precision design by MONROE allows
50,000 mile pro-rated parts service policy
Parts only 1991. Each
IllacINENSON STRUT INSTALLATION PACKAGE
Same MONROE manufactured ’,twirl m
Parts and labor 134.95 Each
".TT

Wheels
Fantastic selection
literally hundreds of
elzes and applications,

Call nearest warehouse
for Information.

rg:::17:c=nelar111;71170Z275.1.5
nnrydfl pro,. p01,161, cull the n rrrrr

TIRE SYS1,15.5 worhurrs

*FREE TIRE MOUNTING

tor

./1 4,1 9.1:in
VISA

Alditissal creels
terms else available St all saws era
service leceileas

LET THE PROS DO IT!

MacPHERSON
STRUT SPECIAL
FOR IMPORTS AND FOREIGN MANUFACTURED VEHICLES

ALIGNMENT SPECIAL:

44:

ONLY $7.95
with Strut Installation
441111fr
NOW YOU CAN HAVE THE FRONT ND OR REAR STRUTS ON
YOUR IMPORT Installed Ii our new low low price Our new
struts manufactured by Me MONROE AUTO EOUIP CO
oiii inc r
i,ra file improve handling and reduce
vibration over worn
struts Bring your citi
in totlay lot FREE
$3495EACH
STRUT INSPECTION.

INSTALLED

16 NORTHERN CALIFORNIA LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU
Plus NEW SEATTLE. WA. LOCATION
CONCORD WALNUT CREEK AREA
T.re SySterns Inc
Wheel
The Pica Wheel
67 MOnurnont Plato
415i 79ii 7515
67 MOnurnent Plat,
.415, 79.81E2
,o,ont WI C,’, 945-/i

SAN FRANCiSCO BAY AREA
Tire Systems Inc
Whi I So.
185 Begolhlee 41,1ect
heilns
,4151 647 sly?
San F An, ,c 0 C

Cyclone it
1385 thrii
9.165
13e5
$4216

Western Wire

Featuring
AMERICAN
ANSEN
ET
ROCKET

12.4
1284

Ihrii 1508
- S3850

Super Spoke

EMPCO
CAL CHROME

TRUSPOKE
WESTERN

14,6 thru 15,10
1446 - $4479

Western Dish
thrir 9,765

1345
13x5

$4055
All wheels mounted free With tire purchase
1 year workmanship -material service policy

OAKLAND RICHMOND AREA
wpeo
Tire Systems Inc
5892 Christie Ave
The Rio Wh..
14151 654 3403
5860 Hollis Si
14151
65.1 7197
Emeryville. CA 94608

SAN LEANDRO HAYWARD ARE A
Tire Systems in,
1976 Williams St
Th.
1111
4151357 {1211
,.ii
LE,Inciro. CA94577 i41,

Maintenance
Free
Batteries
Tire Systems’ batteries feature low -antimony grid plates, and explosion -proof
recessed vent caps This serviceable battery virtually eliminates battery care.

FREE INSTALLATION
Price Is with Eachenge
TIRE SYSTEMS INC LIFETIME’ BATTERY
MAINTENANCE FREE
kree., 0 Conk, (scrooge
G om. MY
eoc
,snos
Semc roocr
771
74 741
74
17 271

,ler,n,r,
L
LIelane

3911
465
465
550

36911
4491’
45, 917
49911

TIRE SYSTEMS INC SUPER HEAVY DUTY
MAINTENANCE FREE
60 rnonth service policy terra.. with big engines
end high drain lfrae
go month
310
28 28
22F
3398
24 241 79197
80 mOnin
385
385
72 74 .
. BO month
35 58
77 s.
440
36511
60 month
47,3’ 08
27 27F
80 month

rre SYSferflt int
1770011Sr
.4fhP.05I 1
v161 441 0744

Wheel S Werns
The Bic; Wheel
406Q51 1411175 01
19161 447 3781
RV Service Center
Sacramento. CA 951114

RESNOARf A
inc
Amiei
The Rio WY 650 Fulton St
709i 442 1470
650 Fully, 5,
risno. CA 93771 12091 44:

II

TIRE SYSTEMS INC Heavy DUTY
MAINTENANCE FREE
RECREATIONAL VEHICLE
Specially built heavy duty battery wiih combine
48 month service poimcf
Mon lerminls
45,
48
44 BB
24 R V S
TIRE SYSTEMS HEAVY DUTY
MAINTENANCE FREE
42 month serric policy Ills most 8 end 12,011
American snd foreign cars
I
42 month
425
20 68
6 voii
t 9L
6 you
42 month
400
22 611
42 month
210
23 98
22F
26 98
42 mogul,
230
22NF
385 1601
27 fir
42 month
80 53
296n
290
24 24F
42 month
330
29 98
42
42 month
Sc’ exchange nes essary W,th new lire pa,
Chase Lilehrhe warranty applies ID rigor,
purchase, and original vehicle only

FREE TIRE MOUNTING TO
TSI MEMBER PURCHASERS
and hand mounts}

II your non member friends want to know If Mei/ group can qualify for the 10
program have them conlact the nearest Tire Systems Inc warehouse
Out to changing manufacturers costs 1 S I s prices are subject lo change without
notice

NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY

OUR FULL SERVICE
INSTALLATION CENTERS Offers Tire,
Brake & Front -End/
Suspension Service
Work at Highly Competitive Pricing,

14.6 thrii
9.165

FREE TIRE AND SUSPENSION SAFETY CHECKS
MICHELINthink radial and look to the loader
Through customer Mime. list SY Tr PAS ivoudly liii.. the MiCHELIN
emu. Itie Mood Sr over 25 .....vi esperoence rev

Ec’9 20&Ti

White Spoke

IEcept split rims most motor homes

MacPNERSON STRUT INSTALLATION PACK AGE

1 00% UNION SHOPS

*FREE TIRE MOUNTING

SAN JOSE AREA
Tire Systems Inc
Wheel Systems Inc
536 E Eirolinw Rd
The Big Wheel
14081 797 1247
1765 Junction Ave
Center
JOW CA 95117 Rv Se,

MT V iEW PA
11., ARE ,
Tine Systems Inc
wheel Smirch..
709 Steir lin road
II,, P,o Wheel
4151 968 6100
1045 Fl Carnno
Mountarn view CA
. ,
940/0
11

Pr
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Marshlands
studied by
SJSU prof
By Lod Hayes
Conservation is the life
and breath of Dr. Thomas
Harvey, SJSU biology
professor, and it has been
for years.
How the salt marshes
of the San Francisco Bay
affect the area was the
subject of a recent study by
Harvey, for the Environmental Protection
Agency.
Harvey’s study, one of
his many studies on
marshlands, was financed
by a grant from the EPA
and will be used as a
for
bay
guideline
development.
The marsh is a
-teeming place" he said,
and he does not recommend developments such
as Foster City on marshes.
Salt pond dikes, garbage
dumps, and sanitary
landfill projects destroy
the bay, according to
Harvey.
If one fourth of the Bay

summer
filled,
were
temperatures in the South
Bay would increase a
maximum of five degrees
and in the winter would
decrease two degrees, he
said. The bay provides a
natural cooling and heating
system, he said.
But Harvey’s area of
study is not confined to
marshes.
He has also studied
human impact on the
Sierra, a project funded by
the Sierra Club.
"Campers beat the
heck out of campsites," he
said. But, 99 percent of the
land that is not used for
campsites is unmolested,
he said.
The way to reduce land
damage, he suggests, is to
limit the amount of people
that travel a trail at one
time.
In a 1964 study at Kings
Canyon National Park, he
determined that hot fires
are instrumental as

management tools in Giant
Sequioa forests. Tree
reproduction is increased
by fire because the fire rids
the forest of other
vegetation, allowing the
sequoia the light and water
it needs to grow, Harvey
said.
Trees are unharmed by
the fire baca use their bark
is so thick, he said.
Outside of academia,
Harvey is also involved in
ecology.
A professor half time,
he is a ecological consultant the other half. His
job is to examine what the
biological features of the
land are before plans are
made of its development.
He also consults on environmental restoration
programs,
natural
resource intervention, and
programs for children and
adult camps.
He is currently consulting the Fish and Game
department on habitant
and wildlife use in the San
Francisco Bay. He is also
consulting the Bay Conservation and Development commission on the
relationship of plant life to
tides.
The
environmental
condition of the Bay, he
said, has improved since
the 1960s.

"The populous approach to bay ecology in
the 1960s was replaced by a
government agency to the
salvation of the ecosystem," he said.
His job as an ecological
consultant, he said, is "a
challenge dealing with the
practical problems of
ecology."
was inHarvey
strumental in the for-

mation of the Palo Alto
Baylands Environmental
Study Center, where the
public can observe bay
wildlife.
There are 120 to 130
miles of shoreline on the
bay, according to Harvey,
but until six years ago only
five miles of shorline could
be reached by the public.
Conservation is not a
new interest with Harvey.

"I was hollering about
it 15 years ago."
Growth
and
development is one of his
main concerns. He said the
most critical issue facing
San Jose is growth.
He is "very supportive" of a growth
limitation initiative in San
Jose, where he believes
there are already too many
people for the eco-system.

Where there is a
concentration of people,
there is a concentrated
demand for resources, he
said.
Population, he said,
increases when people do
not "live off the land" and
instead, depend on industry
which is energy intensive
and produces waste
products.
"That situation is

developing in the natu
system of the San Fr
cisco Bay. The bay is be
dumped on a costly
for urbanization."
In 1970 Harvey won
California Conservat
Educator of the Y
award from the Wild
Federation.
He was named Cj
standing Professor of SJ
for 1976-77.

When it comes to student services;
Bank of America
offers a complete course.
If you’re looking for the bank that can do the most for you, you’ll
be impressed with our credentials.
We offer a complete range of student banking services: College
Plan" Checking, a wide variety of Savings Plans, and if you qualify,
Student BankAmericard" Visa Instant Cash overuraft
protection, educational loans and more.
We also offer Consumer Information Reports to provide you
with the kind of straight-to -the -point facts you need to know about
banking. Including. "A Guide to Checks and Checking: "How to

Establish Credit: "Ways to Finance an Education: "Rights and
Responsibilities: Age 187 and more. You can pick them up free 40
our branches.
You see, we figure the more you know about banking. the
more you’re going to want to bank with the bank that can do yok
the most good, both in school and after.
Quite a few Californians think that’s us. If you look over all weiX1’
have to offer, we think you’ll agree.
Depend on us. More California college students do.

BANKoF AMERICA in

A.,
9
X

H,11,

Dr. Thomas- Harvey, SJSU biology professor, recently studied the effect of
salt marshes on the San Francisco Bay for the Environmental Protection
Agency.

Vox Box Shox
To those just beginning to acquire a taste for classical music, the Vox Box is quite a pleasant surprise.
The series offers, in unique three-record sets, definitive performances of the works of a single
composer or of a particular style or era in music by major artists and orchestras.
And this at a price that makes building a collection easy.

and Tower Stox Vox. And Turnabout,
Candide, and Turnabout Historical.

Turnabout, with over 600 titles spanning the history of music from medieval madrigals to atonal
modern works, offers definitive versions of major works by such great conductors as
Antal Dorati, Charles Munch, Pierre Monteux, Georg Solti, Jascha Horenstein, Sir Adrian Boult,
and Lorin Maazel.

Candide brings to the discriminating listener unique performances of unusual music from all eras.
From Portuguese Harpsichord Music to Prokofiev, from Music of Medieval Paris to Milhaud’s
Six Little Symphonies, Candide is an extraordinary label.
Turnabout Historical series makes available the finest works of legendary performers and conductors
such as Bruno Walter, Wilhelm Furtwaengler, Artur Schnabel, Sir Thomas Beecham, Maria Callas,
Renata Tebaldi, and Guiseppe di Stefano, among others.

Vox Box

5.99

PER 3LP SET/SCHWANN 11.98

Turnabout

2.22

PER LP DISC/SCHWANN 3,98

Candide and
Turnabout
Historical

2.99

And it’s all on sale at special low prices

CANDIDE.:00

PER LP DISC/SCHVVANN 4.98

11101.1111E111111S
OPEN 9 AM TO MIDNIGHT

NSA

EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR

SAN FRANCISCO

CAMPBELL

BERKELEY

COLUMBUS & BAY

1900 SOUTH BASCOM
AT THE PRUNEYARD

2510 DURANT
NEAR TELEGRAPH

MOUNTAIN VIEW
EL CAMINO AT
SAN ANTONIO ROAD

master charge
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Taiwanese acrobats:
colorful and graceful
-471G:1111MT

of the
rmyan at San
.t-toinit Arts
..sually

pi,"ft/rInance

i.Li(1

be so

/1/
.

’,lined the
nours with
. and displays

ladder. Not an unusual feat, except for
the fact another acrobat was balanced
head-to-head and upside down on top of
her, as she climbed. Once at the top,
still balanced and upside down, the top
girl twirled woodet rings on her wrists
and ankles.
Another headliner act was where
five bricks were stacked on a sitting
acrobats head. With his tensed -up,
rippled muscles, another acrobat, with
something similar to a sledge-hammer,
shattered the bricks without harming
him.

The grand finale, the "tower of
chairs," brought more gasps from the
audience as an acrobat slowly stacked
six chairs on top of each other while
climbing his "tower." A good foundation, such as the stage floor, would
still have made this a precarious act.
But the foundation was actually four
champagne bottles placed on a small
table. The legs of the first chair were
positioned on the four bottles.
It was quite an afternoon of
gasping, floor staring and throat
clutching.

:

itt,rforrnances
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Photos by Brian Stevens
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’Light’ shed on black hole
By Katherine Hamilton
Dr. Fred Holmstrom
sits in his small, crowded
but brightly lit office
routinely discussing his
current research project.
It’s a project that’s
necessary, he says, but not
too exciting.
But ask him about
black holes in space and his
face lights up as he
animatedly discusses his
favorite hobby.
"Astronomy is very
exciting," he said. "It’s a
whole new realm.
"We’re just now
learning about black holes.
The theories have been
around for a long time, but
we’re coming closer to
really understanding
them."
A black hole, he explained, is a collapsed star.
The resulting density is so
great that it creates an
impassable hole. The black
holes are generally no
more than 20 miles across.
now
Holmstrom,
physics department
chairman, has been with
the faculty since 1963. His
background is in physics.
He earned a Ph.D from the
University of Utah, and he
minored in mathematics
and astronomy.
In his Astronomy 101
class Holmstrom sets aside
a section expressly for the
discussion of black holes
and quasars.
"It’s so fascinating,"
he said, "that I could talk
about it forever.
"Is it possible to travel
into a black hole?"
Holmstrom asks. "Ac-

tually, yes, but you’d never
get out of it. Because of the
density of the mass, you
would have to be moving
the speed of light. That, as
we know, is impossible."
However, he goes on to
explain, entering a black
hole would be like entering
a time machine. In fact, a
black hole could be called
the original time machine.
"Because of the
density, an object is slowed
down. If by chance you
could get out of the black
hole, you’d exit into a
different time zone."
It sounds confusing, he
admits, but keep in mind
that everything you see in
space is actually past
history.
"But let’s see, the
research project," he stops
himself. "Well it’s funded
by a grant which sets aside
$30,000 for student salaries.
We also have a promise of

an additional $10,000 if we
need it. It does not provide
for materials, just student
salaries.
"Grants are helpful to
graduate students because
it gives them first hand
experience in the elements
of basic research,"
Holmstrom explained.
is
Holmstrom
currently the academic
overseer for a research
project being done by three
SJSU graduate students at
Research
NASA -Ames
Center. The students,
Richard Craig, Carolyn
Cox and Bob Durezzo, are
lightweight
testing
materials for use in constructing vehicles.
The tests will be drop
tests to determine the
point where the material
will shatter) and "burns"
designed to measure the
size and nature of residue
and to analyze the vapors

released under fire.
The study, he continued,
is not new.
However, the particular
combinations of materials
the students will test have
not been tested before.
"The idea was a
continuation of work done
by the NASA scientists," he
said. "We simply proposed
in the grant to do work for
the space administration at
Moffett Field."
non-metallic
The
materials being tested are
laminated plastics. The
testing is reserved for
those lightweight enough
for space travel.
"There is a big demand
for lightweight materials to
increase the efficiency of
the vehicle," Holmstrom
said.
"Remember what is
happening
in
the
automobile industry. The
weight is being reduced to

improve gas mileage
Weight is directly relat
to fuel economy. That hol
true for all vehicles, land o
otherwise."
The NASA project wi
run until 1980. The majorit
of the work will consist
testing the material fo
fracture limits.
"None of the materia
are toxic," Holrnstro
said, "but they do hay
byproducts that consist
small sized residue whic
could become airborne."
These airborne pa
ticks could affect not onl
the smog of a given are
but could be damaging t
the environment.
"The recent air eras
in San Diego is a good
example," he explained.
"It was followed by the
combustion of the nonmetalic materials of the
airplane."

New Reed issue due

Senior fills editorship

By Christine Lewis
, arts magazine.
Small and petite with
A full-time secretary in
long flowing hair, SJSU
the English Department’s
student Dolores White does
linguistics program, White
not look the part for giant- adds to her repertoire of
sized tasks.
responsibilties the rearing
Yet she takes on
of two sons and the comHerculean responsibilities
pletion of 12 units at SJSU
with nary the bat of an
this semester.
eyelash.
"It is not difficult,"
This year the 29-year- White claims, undaunted.
bY Joke Scanlon
tackles
old English senior
"I love everything I am
Black holes in space are of special interest to Dr. Fred Holmstrom, chairman
the editorship of The Reed,
doing."
stars.
SJSU’s
literary
and
fine
With a perky, positive
of the Physics Department. Black holes are actually collapsed
outlook, White adds that
her 10-year-old son helps
out, and "I don’t sleep a
whole bunch."
But her main concern
this semester is to garner
community input for The
Reed’s 1979 issue, which is
scheduled to come off the
presses in February.
,
Pointing out that The
Reed has published once a
year continuously since
1948, White said the
publication is open to
faculty, students and offb y Juau A Rodriguez
campus submission.
Material will be ac- Dolores White (seated), editor of the sJsy literary
Tiff. PRICE OF EXCELLENCE
perh,rmed an incorrect operation: 2) why it was incorcepted in the English magazine, The Reed, chats with Jody Hacker,
NOW STARTS AT $60’
rect. f I if the calculator isn’t working properly.
Department in care of The coordinator for the Studies of American
%WI Can get the same quality. durability and
Accuracy. Improved algorithms give you confidence
Reed between now and the
il the features found in Hewlett-Packard’s
that sour answers are more precise and complete.
Language.
end of the fall semster,
professional calculatorsat a price you can afford.
FROM BASIC SCIENCE
before
final
exams.
Introducing Series E for science.
ask
for rewrites, but I don’t one big name writer of
TO ADVANCED PROGRAMMABLE.
The magazine accepts want to exclude that which White is aware,
DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS.
The HP-31EScientific, F60? Trigonometric, exponenshort stories, poetry, possibility," said White, a although there may be
Easy-to-read displays. larger, brighter LED display
tial and math functions. Metric conversion. Fixed
essays, plays woodcuts, Lake Tahoe native who others. Dr. Robert Hass,
. ith commas to separate thousands, easier on the
and scientific display modes. Full 10-digit display.
drawing, painting, graphic holds previous editorial the 1974 winner of the Yale
. es during those long hours of study.
4 separate user memories.
designs, and photography.
experience
from
the
Younger Poets Award
Built-in diagnostic systems.
HP-32EAdvanced Scientific with Statistics. $80:’
"The purpose of The student newspaper at the submits to Reed. Hass, a
You’ll now be working on
All 11E -31E. functions plus hyperbolics and compreReed is to give forum to the University of Nevada in professor of English and
many new challenging
hensive statistics. More math and metric capabilities.
creative things going on in Reno.
creative writing at St.
problemsthat’s wily
Decimal degree conversions. ENG. SCI and FIX
the area," White exOriginally the brain- Mary’s in Moraga, teaches
Series E has diagnosdisplay modes. 15 user memories
child of the Pegasus
plained.
an evening class at SJSU.
tic systems that
The HP-33EProgrammable Scientific. $100? Scientific,
Final selections for the Creative Writing Society,
.11
The 1978 Reed is "a
math and statistics with programmability.. Editing, conmagazine are made by The The Reed has kept tough act to follow," White
when y ou’ye
trol and conditional keys. 49 lines of fully merged key
Reed editorial staff, which publishing from a com- claims. "The last issue was
codes 8 user memories.
divides into two judging bination of student body beautiful."
HEWLETT-PACICAFtD IS WITHOUT EQUAL.
groups, one for prose and funding and magazine
"Nevertheless, she
All Series E calculators use REN logic exclusively.
the other for poetry. Each sales. This year out of a feels the issue had too
If you’ve never tried it. you’re in for a big
person grades the work, total $3,000 budget, much poetry and not
surprise. It lets you solve problems
Students enough prose. Next yeat
and a composite grade is Associated
the way you naturally do in
given.
she hopes to balance the
donated $2,500.
your mind. Straightforward.
"We don’t have time to
The magazine boasts two better.
Logical. No worrying
about complicated
hierarchies or parentheses.
RPN is the shortest possible
distance between the question and the answer.
EXCELLENCE AT AN
AFFORDABLE PRICE.
Come in today and see for yourself
that the price of excellence is now
quite affordable.
If you’ve been looking for a
HP CALCULATOR
complete service in hair care, well,
ACCESSORIES
HAIR IT IS!
We carry a wide range of accessories
for Hewlett Packard Calculators
each designed to provide you with
Ralph and Lee take a personal
added convenience and versatility. ERA
interest in you, offering Permanent
and Hewlett Packard offer the widest
waves, Reconditioning, Trichoanalysis,
selection of accessories in the calculator
Hair color, and Hair cuts designed to
industry.
fit you.
Come in today and examine these
useful HP Calculator Accessories. Your
In addition, HAIR IT IS offers
calculator will always have power, security
and supplies anywhere you go. And we
facials, skin -care and make-up classes,
have ready made solutions to most of the
along with a full line of hair care, and
problems you often encounter in your work.
skin and make-up products.

.11A11114

HEWLETTIPACKARD
INTRODUCES
PROFESSIONAL SCIENTIFIC CALCULATORS
FOR A STUDENTS BUDGET.

HAIR IT IS!

ERA

Cell for on appointment today.
10% Discount with SJSU I.D.

Telephone or Mail Orders Accepted
Master Charge, Visa, American Express
Free Shipping on Orders Prepaid hv 10/11/78
10675 So, De Anza Illvd.
33 Maiden Lane
Cupertino, CA 95014
San Francisco, CA 94108
(415) 398-1174
(408) 446-1174
SALES AND SERVICE
FOR THE NEW ELECTRONICS
Augge.ted rtu,I pm< excludIng applia.Ne stair and loam’ taut, ( ontInenull 1.* S A

(408)371-3150

2200 Winchester Boulevard, Campbell
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feature
Psychologist studies
’couple’ relationship

A

3
3
a

Mothers and daughters can relate as equals, Jill
Steinberg emphasizes.

Women and
witchcraft
(Continued from Page 1)
manipulating each other.
Later, he decided it was parapsychology or
telepathy.
Now, he questions whether the process might
not be "spirit psychology," and an example of "how
spirits manipulate."
"Originally, I did not accept the possibility that
it might be spirits, but now I do," Fadiman said.
At any rate, Fadiman said the ability of the
: tribe to recreate the trance state and the spirit
44, possession at will should be studied.
"The lifestyle of a traditional African woman,
7,1
’5.senerally speaking, seems intended to be that of a
erpetual dependent, a perpetual child, passing
’from the care of father to the care of husband," he
Fadiman stressed that he was not talking about
westernized women in Africa.
The socialization of Meru women to accept
:inferior status begins at the moment of birth,
..Fadiman explained, when the mid-wife whistles
-only three times if the baby is a girl and 10 times if
’,it’s a boy.
The message is reinforced throughout life, he
said. As an example, Fadiman pointed out that from
age three, girls begin to tend babies full time while
boys play.
Subliminal messages of inferiority are
\systematically reinforced in later girlhood when
girls are taught that men must speak first, Fadiman
. added. Girls are also denied certain foods which, it
is feared, may make them strong, he said.
A husband may beat his wife, but only according to specific rules which parallel our rules for
spanking children, Fadiman noted. Additionally, a
wife is responsible for chores like milking the cow
and hoeing the land, he said.
She must exhibit no intelligence. Meru women
giggle a lot as children do, Fadiman pointed out as
an example.
Treated as children in adulthood, women look to
men for all problem solving, he noted.
As an example of enforcing inferiority on an
entire sex, Fadiman quoted the following
statements from tribesmen: "Women are foolish in
their heads. You must speak very slowly to them,
and you must say everything twice."
As a consequence, those women who rebel are
called witches, Fadiman said, because they are
"unnatural."
In Western civilization, women who exhibit
characteristics similar to African "witches" are
labeled schizophrenic, Fadiman said.

By Anne Houghteling
Mention the word
"couple" and one is bound
to think of a husband-wife
pair o:. possibbly a
boyfriend-Eirltriend relationship.
But when Dr. Jill
Steinberg refers to a
"couple" these days, she’s
bound to be talking about
another type of duo.
a
Steinberg,
psychologist at SJSU’s
Counseling Center, is deep
into the study of mothers
and daughters. The conflicts between a parent and
suddenly -on -her -own
a
daughter in college are of
special interest, both
and
personally
professionally, to Steinberg.
"So many daughters
would like to get together,
to be closer to their
mothers," Steinberg says.
But conflicts over
everything from life-styles
to choice of majors often
get in the way between
college students and their
mothers, she said.
Steinberg’s fascination
with the mother-daughter
"couple" wasn’t inspired
by a textbook. It grew out
of her experiences as
women’s
director
of
programs in a student
organization at Ohio State
University, where she
received her doctorate in
clinical psychology in
June, and out of her
changing relationship with
her own mother.
At Ohio State in
Columbus, Steinberg put on
a "dialogue" between
herself and her mother
Ethel, 65, a teacher. An
audience listened whle the
Steinbergs discussed their
roles as mother and
daughter.
apSteinberg’s
pearance with her mother
led both women to examine
their relationship and
provided first-hand
background for future
mother-daughter workshops.
mother’s
"My
generation had more
prescribed roles than (we
do) now," Steinberg said.
"There are more choices
for daughters now and that
means more of the
daughter’s choices for a
mother to try to accept."
"Accepting" for Mrs.

COPIES
1 2 V

KIN KO’s
’

tl,FW COLLEGE GRAD
achelors, Masters, or PhDs seeking
ngineering, Computer Sciences
r Business Careers
I

Find Great Opportunities with over 50 major companies!!!

!Plan to attend the
pOLLEGE CAREER CONFERENCE
NOVEMBER 10 & 11, 1978
!
in SAN FRANCISCO
If you have recently graduated or will receive your degree
anytime from December 1978 to June, 1979, then you are
probably looking ahead and trying to map your career
future. If you have wanted to know what important jobs are
available in your field - then this is your chance.
In an easy -to -handle 24 hour period you will be given the
opportunity to meet and interview with over 50 hiring
companies, all with key management opportunities to offer
in the San Francisco area, regionally and nationwide.

meant
Steinberg
her
acknowledging
daughter’s independence
and her valuing a career
over traditional goals of
marriage and child
rearing.
For the Steinbergs
who had been particularly
close since the death of Dr.
Steinberg’s father when
she was 10, the "dialogue"
also brought out the
realization that they could
more equal
have a
relationship."
will
mother
"My
always be my mother,"
But
now
Steinberg said.
we can be friends, too.
"In some ways, too,
our roles are reversed now.
She might be the one who’s
dating now. And I might
have the potential for more
(than
my
income
mother)."
Steinberg said the
"dialogue" made her see
clearly the similarities and
between
differences
herself and her mother.
"There are big differences," she reflects.
"I’m more open and she’s a
much more private person.
But there are a lot of
things alike, too. We’re
energetic,
both very
productive, affectionate
and questioning people."
future
In
her
workshops at SJSU,
Steinberg hopes to help
mother-daughter couples
start talking about different aspects of their
relationship.
Her workshops involve

identifying the major
issues the couple wish to
peer
(from
discuss
to mutual
pressure
respect) and "assumption
the
questioning:"
questioning of such

daughter
workshop
through
Continuing
Education.
Since her involvement
in mother -daughter
workshops,
Steinberg
received comments from

’My mother will always be
my mother. But now we
can be friends.’
stereotyped
roles
as
"ideal"
mother
or
daughter.
In November, Steinberg will lead a workshop
for women in the dorms
focusing on students’
relationship with their
mothers. Next semester,
she’ll offer a mother-

students who don’t feel as
close to their mothers as
she does.
"Some women say,
’You’re so lucky with your
relationship with your
mother,’ " Steinberg
relates.
"I tell them lain lucky,
but that I’ve worked on it."

photos by Elite Hotfoot!

To Steinberg, the term "couple" often means a
mother -daughter pair.

by Van Dyke Roth

Getting Through
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HEWLETT-PACICARD
INTRODUCZS
PROFESSIONAL BUSINESS CALCULATORS
FOR A SIUDENTS BUDGET.

X.

BUSINESS MODELS STARTING AT JUST $75!
Now you can get the same quality, durability, and
features of a Hewlett-Packard professional calculator
at a price you can afford. Introducing Series E
for business.
DESIGNED FOR STUDENTS.
Easy-to-read displays. Larger, brighter LED display
with commas to separate thousands make Series E
calculators easier to read during long hours of study.
Built-in diagnostic systems. Because you’ll be working
on many new and challenging
problems, Series E calculators have diagnostic
systems that tell you;
) when you’ve performed an incorrect
operation:
2) why it was

incorrect; 3) if the calculator isn’t working properly.
Accuracy. It’s important in college. So we improved
the algorithms to give you the confidence that sour
answers are always precise and complete.
FROM BASIC BUSINESS
TO ADVANCED PROGRAMMABLE.
The HP-37E. Business Management. $75! Basic
business/finance. Gives Present Value. Payments and
Future Value calculations simultaneously. Discounts.
%’s, mark-ups, and amortization schedules. Statistics
with trend-line forecasting. 3 financial and 7 user
memories.
The HP-38EAdvanced Financial Programmable.
$120! Solves routine and complex problems at the
touch of a keyno previous programming experience
necessary. Internal Rate of Return and Net Present
Value for up to 1.980 cash flows in 20 groups. 2000year calendar. 5 financial and 20 user memories.
Op to 99 program lines.
HEWLETT-PACKARD IS WITHOUT EQUAL.
All Series E calculators use RPN logic exclusively. If
you’ve never tried it. you’re in lor a big
surprise. It lets you solve problems the
way you naturally do in your
mind. Straightfiwward.
Iffirs
Logical No worryimg
’Prt,
about complicated
hierarchies or
4.48/1
parent heses. It’s the
shortest possible distance between the question and the answer.
SEE FOR YOURSELF.
To help you select the
calculator that’s right for
you, we’ve prepared a
booklet entitled. "The
Student’s Choice...the
Logical Choice:’ Pick up a
copy at your bookstore
or nearest Hewlett-Packard
dealer when yOU stop by
to MX Series E. For the address.
CALL TOLL-FREE 800-648-4711
except from Hawaii or Alaska.
In Nevada call 800-992-3710.
While you’re there. be sure to look al
our other professional calculators
the advanced programmable II P -2,k’
and HP-19C with printer; and
the HP-67 mag-card programmable.
But do it soon. A Hewlett-Packard
professional calculator priced for a
student’s budget is something you can’t
afford to pass up.

No Cost or Obligation of ANY KIND to applicant.
To qualify to attend, send 4 copies of your resume to
Judith
Gregory,
LENDMAN ASSOCIATES, 333
Serramonte Plaza, Suite 145, Daly City, CA 94015, or
call ( 415) 755-2212 for more information.
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spartaguide
Inter -varsity Christian
Fellowship will hold an
open meeting at 7 p.m.
today ).) the Business
Classroom Building, room
4
Akbayan Filipino Club
will meet at 1:30 tomorrow
in the S.U. Guadalupe
Room.

Friends and Neighbors
will hold an informal
meeting at 12:30 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Pacheco Room. Anyone
who is interested in
working with board and
care residents is encouraged to attend.
"97,"
Recreation
Committee 5 will host a

dance from 10 p.m. to 1
a.m. tomorrow at the
Dining Commons. Admission is ;1.
The SJSU Black Social
Club will host "The 99 cent
Disco" beginning at 9 p.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Umunhum Room.

Hour
"laicoS
host a
Meeting" beginning at 7
p.m. tomorrow at the
Holiday Inn, Park Center
Plaza.

SJSU Sociology Club
will host a Bar-B-Q from
11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m.
tomorrow at the Social
Science Building.

Career Planning and
Placement will hold a Job
Hunting Techniques Class
at 2 p.m. today in the S.U.
Almaden Room.

MEChA will hold a
meeting newspaper staff)
at noon today in the S.U.
Montalvo Room.

Theta Chi will host a
Post Game Party from 10
p.m. to 1:30 a.m. tomorrow
at 173 S. Ilth St. following
the Fresno State football
game.

Beta Alpha Psi will

SJSU Portuguese-Brazilian Club will meet at
noon tomorrow in the
Foreign
Language
Building lounge.
The SJSU Library is
holding subject lectures,

with tips for doing research
in single subject areas. A
lecture on Asian Studies
will begin at 10 a.m. today
with a lecture in history to
begin at 2:30 p.m. today.
Sign-up sheets are located
at General Reference,
Library Central 2nd floor.
Psi Chi Club will meet
at 12:15 p.m. today in the
S.U. Costanoan Room.
Speaker will be Dr. Chet
Winton of the SJSU
Sociology Department who
will speak on "Structural
Its
Family Therapy:
Theory and Practice."

SJSU Sculptors Guild
will host a "Good Times"
party beginning at 7 p.m.
tomorrow at the SJSU
Metals Facility. For further information call
Jeffrey Barnes 275-6931.
SJSU Folkdance Club
will meet at 7:30 p.m.

the
in
tommorrow
Women’s Gym 101
Beginners are welcome.
Deadline for turning
nominations and i
formation sheets for Who’s
Who among Students in
American Colleges a
Universities is tomorrow,
at the Student Programs
and Services office.
Recreation 97 will ho
a "Dance Your Bun’s Of
dance beginning at 11:
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Ballroom.

111111

41111941191111818111 41

8911141

Philosophy
The
Department will hold a
regular Student -Faculty
colloquium at 3 p.m.
tomorrow in the Home
Economics lounge.

good times guide
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YOur key
to fun and
entertainin
"
on the

AND BAND

weekends.
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Halloween Costume
Party
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Kiss unwanted
items
goodbye
with
CLASSIFIED ADS

$175.00 in PRIZES

TODAY/NOON
STUDENT UNION BALLROOM

00

Top entertainment and dancing
-7 nights a week Mondays: JOE SHARINO
Tues-Sat: CAROUSEL
Sun: BURNS RENWICK & RAGS

At THE FACTORY

Campbell

374-4500

Was

ta
SPARKLING DISCO*experience!

New York Style

HAPPY HOUR 4-7pm
DANCE NIGHTLY 930-2am.
UPSTAIRS AT THE OLD MILL
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA 941-2125

Sponsored by Her. 97
FREE DISCO DANCE LESSONS
AND A FREE HOT DOG!
Friday, October 20, 11:30am to 1:30prn
Student Union Ballroom

FRIDAY OCT. 20

ILd

DRINK,DANCE

FALL IN Lon
Dancing begins at 9pm. You can go
wild until 2am, Mon. Thru Sat, with the
best bands California has to offer.

NO COVER CHARGE
WITH THIS AD
ZARLY
fiALIPORNIA
FARS

7rsi

r.y4

v.ed

Cumin
and
DANCE COMPANY

Come early and enjoy delicious dinner
entrees in memory of Early California
Fare. Luncheon Specials: Mon. -Fri.,
11:30-2:30, Sunday Brunch, Happy
Hour: 4-6pm.

87 NORTH SAN PEDRO STREET
287-1456

Dance Floors

Student Tickets $6.00
Maturing

MAX

OCTOBER 25
F.I.S.T.: Remember how Rocky
got the ol’ adrenalin flowing?
See if Sylvester Stallone can do
it again. This is the story of a
top Union leader who becomes
corrupt as his power becomes
greater. Rated: PG. "A must see!"
Robert Straw, director.
NOVEMBER I
HEROES:
Henry
Winkler
(Heeeey!) plays a Vietnam
veteran who must get adjusted
to civilian life. Having escaped
from a mental hospital, and on
his way to start a worm farm,
Henry meets co-star Sally
Fields and the fun begins.
Rated: PG. "Really funny."
Elizabeth Stewart, critic.
7-00 & 5000 P.M.

MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM
$1 00 ADMISSION

140-fi;

a tribute to Elvis
plus

A display of the latest
touch Disco Dancing

frijoN13 [POW
OCTOBER 27 & 28, 1978

IdOyaK1113E1 1

I The Only 1 Million Dollar I
Computerized Disco West of
New York
I 4 Compietely Lit 4

who change the way
Artists who alter reality
we perceive and experience the world are
MERCE CUNNINGHAM is
rare in any age
one of these.
Flint Cnter 800 pm. curtain
Now arellable, Single tickets. (A) 12.50 (11) 10.50 (C) 900 Son
JoSe Box Office (40e) 2461163. Top Hot Tickets Peninsula Box Of lice. Santa Cno Sox Office The Music lee BASS, Mocy’s, All mop(
ticket OctefICIOS, and the Ballet Office Founders Series (406)
266-6475
Series Subscription entities you to discount ticket prices and
your own choice of the house seats for oil performances Info( motion (1106) 266-6475
CUISIONONAM and DANCI COMPANY to, founclors Is co
?
spOnsorocl by lien Mee Ceewitunity College Obtriet and o dance
tour grant 04 Mo 1411110001111011011~111 tor It,. Ads with Me assistance
of the CeMemie Ads Commission Active ooritelpofton and outs
toms from nekNINCA PANGS. ten Jose Demo Otsubo and Mrs
Pence Oesiertment of San Mee Stele liehrenilty onme, the ausoicr
of flu Nos Arts Coonnslosion, Ply el See J00111 and Sent Cooler for
Me Perforrolog Arts hove mods MY possible
PrOOKOns ore mooch. ono performance aro, and as are sublect to cbOnclo
Al Founders &IOU presentations or* ruclusly Soy Area 4.000Ornonts

FRI., OCT. 20, 1978
9 P.M.
At Tiffany Disco nothing comes to a
stop. The continuous music, the fantastic light show will take you to a
journey of high energy ekcitement
where you can DANCE DANCE
DANCE.

DISCO BEVERAGES dr COCKTAILS
Wk OBSERVE DRESS CODES
frigasjoar TIZRNw
47 NOTRE DAME AVE.
DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE 279-3387
(1 elk. West of Oen Pedro Square)
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ight to
housing
theme of
hearing

By Lod Hayes
"Housing is the basic
right of every individual,"
Father Laurent Largente
of St. Patrick’s Church said
in his opening statement at
a Housing ACTION public
hearing Saturday at De
Anza College.
Housing ACTION is a
coalition of groups concerned with increasing the
affordable
of
supply
housing for residents of
Santa Clara County. The
coalition, formed by the
SJSU School of Social
Work, also includes the
Catholic Social Services
and the Santa Clara County
Council of Churches.

Government officials
at the hearing included
State Sen. Jerry Smith and
supervisors Rod Diridon,
Geraldine Steinberg and
Dan McCorquodale. Jerry
Estruth, candidate for city
council, was also present
as were representatives for
other government officials.
In explaining the
housing crisis, Peter Giles
of the Santa Clara County
Manufacturing Group said
growth and prosperity
contribute to the problem.
Over one-third of the
jobs in Santa Clara County
are in the manufacturing
industry, he said, and in the
U.S. the county ranks 14th

in industry.
However, because the
average home price, which
is now $80,000, is going up,
industries are having
trouble recruiting people,
he said.
The housing cost is
getting higher as the
houses get smaller."
Sixty percent of county
residents could not afford
to live here if they were
now moving into the
county, he said.
"The current rate of
growth will leave us very
few options a decade from
now."
Industry needs "to
think more carefully about

the
implications
of
growth."
"It’s necessary for
industry to emphasize that
cities think in terms of
countywide growth," he
said.
Housing problems of
the handicapped, elderly,
minorities and other low
income
groups
were
discussed
in
public
testimony following Giles’
statement of the housing
problem.
Paying rent on a fixed
income from
social
security or state supplemental income is a
problem for both the
elderly and the han-

teenagers, or only one child
per family.
Yvonne Hohan from
the Santa Clara County
Grey Panthers called
children
our most
precious resource.’’
"It’s time for citizens
and cities to mobilize and
come to the assistance of
our children," she said.
She also discussed
renter relief, which would
affect 148,276 renters in the
county.
"Renters
SL. nd
isolated as the only constituency in the county not
receiving a tax break," she
said in reference to Prop.
13.

dicapped. Public testimony
also showed that housing is
often unaffordable
for
single heads of households,
especially women who earn
40 percent less than men.
Child discrimination is
another problem in housing
that was discussed. According to a representative
from the Consumer Action
Group in Campbell, 2,010
apartment units in Campbell do not allow children
while only 428 units do
allow children.
However, of the places
where child -en are allowed
she said many have
regulations such as no
chldi.c.i over five, no

Unless political leaders
pass rent relief legislation,
she said, -nearly every
renter will suffer a decline
in lifestyle"
Some solutions to
particular
housing
problems were proposed.
F:dward Pettiku from the
Veterans Administration
suggested building transitional living centers for
handicapped
senior
citizens. There is no
transitional housing in
California, he said,
although 10 percent of
senior males are handicapped and eight percent
of senior females are
handicapped.
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MICHAEL LORIMER

Students -- $2
General -- $3

BACKGAMMON
TOURNAMENT

A PERFORMANCE IN CLASSICAL GUITAR
8:00 PM SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21, 1978
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM, SAN JOSE STATE
STUDENTS $3, GENERAL $4

Tickets available in A.S.
Business Office

SusdAy
OCT. 29
12:00

Tickets available at the San Jose Box Office. BASS and in the AS Business Office

ETE
Beginning, Advanced levels
Cash Prizes

_

IT’S HAPPENING AT THE

GAMEETILE
2961. Campbell
166.1606
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and the

AN EVENING WITH..,

Delicious
and Delightfully
Different
The all new Los Pericos.
featuring the subtle delicacies
of Central American cuisine.
We’re not a Mexican restaurant
we’re something uniquely different.
Begin your next evening in the Factory
at Los Pericos.
Look for our dessert coupon in
Monday’s Delicious Deals.

TONIGHT

OMEGA
St GAMBLER
FRIDAY & SATURDAY OCT 20 & 21

POKERFACE
TUESDAY

OCT 25

BALL TAYLOR
BAND
THURSDAY

0(1.16

MARK FORD BAND
with
HOBBES FORD

95
rerico5
In the FACTORY, 33 S Central, Campbell
Weekends 5-9
Weekdays 11-9

21 or older / I D REQUIRED
Advanced tickets available at eli BASS outle
30 So Central Campbell
374-4000

haturnia

Kenny Baker, fiddle
also

FRIDAY-OCTOBER 20-8PM
SAN JOSE CENTER
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
tlsttvLx A.A7 II,
AVAltAKE Sr ALL H.
fA,10.
,PP ’
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CAL. $
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The Arkansas Sheiks
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OCT 24

SKYCREEK
WEDNESDAY

GEORGE
CARLIN

Bluegrass Boys
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Ronda, Oct. 30.9pm
Morris Daile. Auditorium
All students (with ID) ,n dvatwe $5 General Pith& $6 All
tickets at door $6 Tickets at BASS. San lose Blot Office. Santa
Crur Box OftWe, AS Business OftWe I,, fi.rtruition 1’01 177
2807. 277-3228
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STEAK HOUSES
On the observation level
of the Reid-Hi//view Airport.
(Across from Eastridgel

DUCK WORLD is good and crazy. (Fri. and Sat. nights)
Big Screen Sporting events (No cover charge)
Happy Hour M-F 3:00 - 6:00
Steaks, prime rib, seafood, entertainment.
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Industry, university
to explore cancer link
By Anne Houghteling
Two
Bay
Area
businesses have donated
8450 each to the Biological
Sciences Department to
sponsor a series of lectures
on the cancer -causing
potential of chemicals.
IBM Corporation in
San Jose and the Syntex
Research Division in Palo
Alto are underwriting the
series titled "Industrial
and General Toxicology,"
according to Dr. Ralph
Ballard, professor of
Biological Sciences.
According to Ballard,
industry is "very concerned" about the cancer-

causing
of
potential
chemicals used in the
workplace.
The recent Toxic
Substances Control Act
holds industry responsible
for
screening
out
chemicals that would be
hazardous to workers and
consumers, he said.
"Industry is really
interested in protecting the
public and themselves,"
Ballard added.
Dr. June Andersen,
manager of organic and
biological materials at
IBM, co-sponsors the series
with Ballard.
IBM, Andersen said,

SPECIAL
8 X 10 Enlargements
From Negative or Slide

Order 3
and get one free
Bring this coupon’
1001 Items
For Your Darkroom Needs

DISCOUNT CAMERA SALES
171 S. 3rd St., S.J.
(OFFER EXPIRES OCT 25TH)

LNWANTED HAIR
PERMANENTLY REMOVED
Hair professionally removed by
a licensed electrologist. Call today
for FREE analysis - Ask for Milli.
Broads and fludeS
II aircraft
1265 S. Bascom
San Jose
293-6434

carries on extensive work
investigations into the
dangers
of
potential
chemicals both on the
environment and biologic
organisms.
IBM made the money

available for the series out
of its community services
funds because, according
to Andersen, no other
comparable public information series on
toxicology has been

presented in the Bay Area.
Dr. Robert Hill,
director of toxicology and
pathology at Syntex, attributed Syntex’s sponsorship of the lecture series
to a wish "to expose the
academic community to
the requirements of the
industrial community."
The free Wednesday
lectures are held at 1:30
p.m. in Duncan Hall, room
135.
Among the series offerings are a talk Nov. 1 by
Dr. Ethel Sassenrath of

UC-Davis on the effects of
long-term marijuana
smoking on social behavior
and reproductive function.
Dec. 13, a toxic substances coordinator for the
Environmental Protection
Agency will review the
Toxic Substances Control
Act.

Other lectures are
"Analytical modeling of
the Toxic Threat in Aircraft Interiors" by chemist
Dr. John Parker of Ames
Research Center on Oct. 18
and "Unscheduled DNA

Synthesis and
Sister
Chromatid Exchange" by
Dr. Ann Mitchell of the
Stanford Research Institute, Oct. 25.
Along with the lecture
on
marijuana,
in
November the Biological
Sciences Department will
present
talks
on
"Mutagenic Plant Material
found in Food and Water
Supplies" by Dr. Kristein
Mortelmans of Stanford
Research Institute on Nov.
15; "Pesticide Metabolism
as a component of Safety

Assessment" by Dr. Julius
Menn, manager of tha...
Biochemistry Departme
of Stauffer Chemica
Company, Nov.22; "U
of Hepatocyte Culture
Chemical Carcinogens" b
Dr. James Byard of th
UC-Davis Environmentat 45
4’4
Toxicology Department ork-Asi
Nov. 29; and "StructurqNs
Activity Relationships
la
cimehCl
Carcinogenesis,
by C. Tucker Helms, seniot
bio-organic chemist fo
Stanford Research In
stitute on Dec. 6.

Disabled student aims to teach
Speech,
hearing,
aid given
By Tom Lazarakis
Patty Walker is a
friendly, candid senior at
SJSU majoring in special
education. Unlike most
students, Walker is hanShe
is
d i ca pp e d .
moderately to severely
hard of hearing with her
hearing aid.
Despite her handicap,
Walker enjoys school and is
hoping to become a teacher
in
Gallaudet
at
Washington, D.C., the only
deaf college in the United
States.
She is learning to
adjust with the help of the
Speech and Hearing Center
on campus.
The center, free to all
students and with a slight
charge to community
residents, is located in the
Speech
and
Drama
building, room 215.
It is open from 8 a.m. to
5 p.m., Monday through
Thursday.
The center has been in

operation close to 35 years,
according to Dr. Katharine
Butler, director of the
center.
"It (the center)
delivers clinical service to
persons with speech and
hearing disorders," Butler
said.
"Students do the work
under close supervision by
certified professors," said
Dr. Mary V. Dickerson,
associate professor of
speech pathology. "It gives
the students practical
experience. They need 300
clock-hours of experience
before they can graduate."
Bev Rosoff, a graduate
student in the program, is
working with Walker to
improve the listening skills
that she already has.
"I work with her
listening skillshaving her
identify words on a tape
recorder with all types of
background noise," Rosoff
said. "This is to simulate
the real world with lots of
noise."
Next, visual skills are
sharpened, according to
Rosoff, by concentrating on
facial
expressions,
gestures, body language
and lip reading.
"I also have to work
with her (Walker’s )

pronounciation of words,"
Rosoff added.
"My listening skills
have improved because of
the center," Walker said.
"I’m very satisfied."
Walker, who will
continue the program
through October, offered
several suggestions when
talking with a deaf person:
"Try to articulate as
clearly as possible, always
face the person and never,
never shout. It’s like when
you turn a radio up loud
it’s loud but distorted. Just
relax."
The center’s clients,
who range in age from preschool to senior citizen,
usually spend two hours a
week in therapy.
The nationally accredited center is under the
department of special
education.
There are two sections
in the clinic. One is speech
pathology and the other is

audiology.
ticulation (production of
According
to
Dr. speech
sounds),
Richard F. Capano, head of pronounciation,
and
the audiology area, this structures of language on
section concerns itself with an abstract level,"
hearing.
Dickerson said. "We also
"The
students help adults who have had a
determine the type and stroke and lost the ability
degree of the hearing to communicate."
problem, that a client has,"
"Our job is to help the
Capano said. "Then they person
communicate
make a recommendation better,"
Dickerson
for rehabilitation and said."We’re not working
hearing aid fitting."
for perfect speech."
Hearing aids are not
Janet Lang, a graduate
sold on campus. The student in audiology, finds
student makes a recom- the center an "excellent
mendation and the client experience."
goes to a regular doctor.
"It’s the only way to
Rehabilitation teaches learn," Lang said. "You
speeech and language really find out if you like
skills, lip-reading, finger doing this."
spelling and signs.
Pat Stewart, in the
The audiology section speech pathology section,
also gives free hearing works with children who
tests to all students.
have language disorders.
The speech pathology
"Many children have
section helps clients with problems with concepts
speaking or voice defects.
and expressing themselves
"We work with ar- verbally," Stewart said.

Stewart’s client now
an autistic girl.
"We don’t know what,
causes it, but the symptoms include being nori
verbal, in their own worldi ;
and having difficulty
withos
communicating
others."
"We serve 400 to 5000
clients a year," Butler
said.
25(4
Approximately
and
undergraduates
involved
graduates are
with the program, ac1, 3
cording to Dickerson.
The center contains it 3
lot of equipment to help
clients with their special
needs.
The center has a Maico
24 and several Bell-tone 15c machines to conduct
hearing tests. There are
also hearing aid analyzers,
machines,. ,
impedence
delayed auditory feedback
machines and phonic
mirrors.
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ASTOR’S COIN-OP AUTO WASH
For the change in your
pocket, you can clean your car.

WASH 75c WAX 50c VACUUM 25c
732 S. 1st St. (near Virginia)
804 Lincoln (3 Wks. S. of W. San Carlos)
OpEri 24 houas
7/days/week

fi
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The sun.
It’s hot.
But ifs not electric.

by Juan A RodrIguez

Valerie Saul gets help from Ron Jarvis on how to operate the Belltone 15-c, a machine used to conduct,’
hearing tests. Both are graduate students in the Speech Pathology and Audiology Department.

GI

Student named executive director
of community service organization

se

By Lori Hayes
Manuel Espinoza, a
second year graduate
student in the SJSU School
of Social Work, was
recently named executive
director of the Community
Service Organization at 222
S. Jackson St.
CSO provides paralegal immigration advice,
information and referral
services, and emergency
food and financial aid.

Some solar technology is
already here. If you want to heat
your home, your water supply or
your swimming pool, you can buy
solar units today that will do the
job. PG&E is currently involved
in more than 80 solar projects to
help Californians make better use
of these heating systems.
But heat isn’t electricity.
Manufacturing electricity
from the sun’s rays is a lot further
off The technology is not yet
developed to convert the sun’s
energy into electricity in an efficient and affordable way. Meaningful amounts of electricity
won’t be coming from solar
sources before the end of the
century.
PG&E is working on such
projects. For example, we are
partners in building an experi-

mental sunlight -to -electricity
plant that will produce small
amounts of power by the early
1980’s. But the cost of this electricity will be about 30 times as
much as that from a new conventional plant.
According to government
estimates,even by the end of the
century, the sun will provide no
more than 10% of our electric
needs. In the meantime, we’ll
need government approvals to
build conventional plants to help
meet your growing demands.
If you have any questions
about Solar Energy, write PG&E,
Box 3728, San Francisco, CA 94106.
Until solar elecnidty b ready,
we must build other kinds of
power plants, rnOtor

It also offers citizenship classes, senior citizen
emservices,
social
ployment placements, arts
and crafts classes, a youth
voter
and
club,
registration.
All services at CSO are
free.
"Most people are

willing to give a donation
but most don’t have any
money," Espinoza said.
The organization was
founded in Los Angeles in
1947, and the San Jose
Chapter opened in 1952 with
Cesar Chavez as director.
responEspinoza’s
sibilities as director include writing proposals for
projects,
community
writing fiscal reports, and
hiring.
One CSO project is an
ethnographic study of the
Mayfair District from the
days of land grants to the
present.
Mayfair District encompasses the area
surrounded by Alum Rock
Avenue, U.S. Highway 101,
Story Road and Interstate
680.

His goal is to "produce
an accurate document
which can be an integral
part of a high school social
science program."
He hopes to publish a
separate report on Mayfair
for a scholarly journal.
The history, he said,
will be written in both
Spanish and English and
used as "needs assessment
guide" of the Mayfair
residents for social services.
Another
"needs
assessment project" is
under way in Alviso for
youth and senior citizens.
Espinoza was a
volunteer at the center for
a year before he became
director, a job which he
said involves many more
facets than he was aware of

Styles are soft, natural and easy
to care for!
See how you look In "today’s look!"

ELECTROLYSIS
by Joan

MANICURES

PEDICURES
FACIALS

Appointment not always necessary
GAIL LONZO, OWNER -MGR

VISA ACCEPTED

LAWRENCE SQUARE SHOPPING CENTER
3829 EL CAMINO REAL. Santa Clara
243 8494

Busse ’s Beauty Salon

as a volunteer.
A Santa Clara resident,’"
the Denver-born Espinoza
lived in Eastside San Jose
since he was 13 years old.
He graduated from
Overfelt High School’,’
where "they kicked me out
with a degree."
He received a degree in
philosophy from Santa
Clara University and attended Yale for a year of
post graduate study on a
Foundation
Ford
Scholarship. He is
currently on leave from
Stanford University, where
he is working on his doctorate in philosophy.
He expects to receive,
his master’s degree lii
social work next semester
and return to Stanford In
the fall of 1980. From fall
1979 to fall 1980 he will
study Latin and do more
work in logic and the
philosophy of science.
A math major early in
his career, Espinoza said
he thought he could apply
his math and philosophy
training to the social
sciences.
"Philosophy can be
very pragmatic," he said.
Most early work in
cybernetics was done by
philosophers, he added.
Social problems, ac:
cording to Espinoza, are
"much more complex"
than logic or mathematics:
"Sometimes you can’t
even formulate
the
problem," he said.
Espinoza plans a
career in social research
and plans to publish
philosophy.
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Baroque guitarist
to give concert
Saturday night

CAIENdAR
CAPalpUS
Communication/Communion, paintings by John
Kurtyka daily though Oct. 30 at the International House.
"An Aesthetic Response" drawings by Sonya
Rapoport 10:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday -Friday, 6-8 p.m.
Wednesda and Thursday at the Student Union Art
Gallery.
1.0Cal
Camera One: The Buddy Holly Story tonight and
tomorrow night; Madame Rosa Saturday. $2 students,
$2.50 non -students. For show tunes call 294-3800.
David La Flame, formally of Beautiful Day Monday at
the Odyessey Room. Call 245-4448 for prices and times.
Eulipia: Quantz Classical
Musslewhite tomorrow.
8, an

Sre6,nS

Breiwer’s East, another out-of-the-way downtown nightclub, features live music in an informal setting.
Owners Mike Chapman deft) and Bob Roselli (right) are shown relaxing on an off night.

Entertainment ’tucked away
in downtown’s unlikely spots
By Steve Hastings
It is said that the best
thihgs are found in the
strpngest of places. Let
entertainment spots be no
exception to that saying.
’ While Los Gatos and
Palo Alto may offer the
mdst widely advertised and
well-known spots in the
county for good music,
d ntown San Jose has a
fe of its own, all tucked
a y in the most unlikely
1
tions.
Underneath that infa ous layer of cruisers,
d nks, and one-way
st ets with metered
p king lies a cluster of
Ii le -known bars and
r
urants where live
r
ic can be heard.
You might expect a
s w at Eulipia Crepe
C e, Tower Saloon, or the
I
ndry Works, but what
a ut a sandwich shop?
who has
Anyone
s
ped in for a beer at
P
uts, across from
.at 275 E. San
F
ndo Street, may
der how a singer could
fi into the tiny, often ded sandwich shop,
c
h less sing in there.
Somehow, folk singer
rty Kane finds an empty
c
er for himself, his
rophone and guitar
e ry Thursday evening t 69 .m. and Friday aft
oon (3:30-6:30 pm).
ne presents a funny and
folksy set of songs by Arlo
Gtrthrie, Paul Simon, Dan
Fogelberg and the like,
interspliced with his New
York -accented
observations.
Just down the street,
The Bottom Line, 95 S.
Market St. second floor,
has a classy, Tahoe-Reno
atmosphere where one is
more likely to bump into an
accountant from nearby
Pprk Center Plaza than a
c4lege student. The club’s
decor, set in green and
blue, is especially designed
for the Park Center
riientele, with wall murals
depicting dollar signs and
*tures of the bull and the
bar of Wall Street fame.
Around the corner, the
At One Lounge of Holiday
l -Park Center Plaza
ers the same kind of
push, classy atmosphere,
chrnplete with gas -flame
over -stuffed
frieplace,
couches, and movie posters
hung in silver frames.
Dance trio Secrets
ys the Tuesday through
Sfiturday night fare ( 9:30
rhm.-1 a.m.), providing
middle-of-the-road music
rtir some middle-aged
hoogie.
- On the other side of
town, and perhaps the
The
is
ectrum,
rehouse Saloon, 1760 S.
Street, a 15-year-old
,
nce hall and bar that
ooks more like a meeting
place for a teamsters local
limn a nightclub.
, While some may not
consider The Warehouse
y Fry plush, it certainly is
comfortable. The pool table
arid shuffleboard lanes by
1,be bar may disturb a few,
hut the large dance floor
seating for about 200
and
,
piovides ample room for
scoing-down or sitting
A different band,
sually in the disco-Top 40
fed
f a t u r e reverygh
4,1,yr Idea, y
and Saturdaye
and cover charge is $1.50.
’rhe Warehouse is one of

the few nightclubs that
18 -year -olds to
allow
boogie, for a $2 cover,
although they are carefully
kept away from the bar.
Back in the heart of
Cruise City is Arthur J’s, 30
S. First Street in the
shadow of the Bank of
America Building, a club
more renowned for its gay
( not to be confused with
gay 90’s clientel than its
live entertainment, which
it also features.
the
Formerly
Elizabethian Inn, Arthur
J’s is a fashionable
restaurant and bar, with
the stage and piano
surrounded by several
tables and a fountain. The
music, provided by Shelly
Fisher on Wednesday,
Suniay
Thursday, and
nights and Ann Farrell on
Friday and Saturday
nights, is usually of the
easy listening variety.
Brewer’s East, 95 N.
Market Street, can be
foonA, between a TOW of
vacant shops and a big hole
in the ground, hardly the
proper setting for this
prime rib restaurant and
bar.
enThe evening
usually
tertainment
solo
features
guitarist/singers, in a very
informal setting.
Also to be noted,
although certainly not in
the nightclub-bar context,
is Jacob’s Ladder Coffeehouse, 140 S. Second St.
Jacob’s Ladder, which

Charlie

Harvest Festival Christmas Crafts Market at the San
Jose Convention Center, Friday from noon to 10 p.m.,
Saturday 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. and Sunday 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Call 277-5277 for information.
Keystone Palo Alto: "lower ot Power, Friaay aria
Saturday: Rick and Ruby Show Sunday. Call 324-1402 for
prices and times.

monthly classical guitar
column.
-If he Lorimer i is not
the best Baroque guitarist
in the world at present."
wrote Music and Musicians
ma review about his recent
London debut.
-the
competition has still to
present itself "
Advance tickets for the
performance are $3 for
students and $4 general
admission. Tickets may be
purchased at the A.S.
Business Offic.
Bass
outlets and San Jose Box
Office.
At -the -door tickets are
$3.50 for students and $4.50
general admission.

Action Theater

NOT SO tOCAl

25W San Salvildur

Natalie Cole 8:30 p.m. Friday and 7:30 and 11 p.m.
Saturday at the Circle Star Theatre. Tickets on sale at all
agencies.

iliiwritown between Market and Frrio

279-9088
Now Showing

The Grateful Dead 8 p.m. Friday, Saturday, and
Sunday at Winterland. $8.50 in advance and $10 day of
show.
Leo Kottke and Jack Temchin, rock singers, at 8 p.m. on
Friday at Stanford University’s Memorial Auditorium.
Tickets at all major ticket outlets.

REVELATIONS

MODERNE DRUG CO.

And

ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA, JR

THE
GROUPIES

Professional Pharmacists

MIDNIGHT

OPEN UNTIL

2nd and Santa Clara Streets
Phone 9984000
San Jose
ImMMIIIIMIllommtimm11111MIal
Secrets, pictured here, is the featured dance trio
at the Act One Lounge of the Holiday Inn -- Park
Center Plaza.
is run by a Christian oriented
drug
rehabilitation group called
Teen Challenge, looks like
a recreation room from a
Catholic school, from the
folding chairs and pingpong table to the upright
piano
and
eight -foot

wooden cross leaning
against it on the carpeted
stage.
Jacob’s
Ladder
features folk singing
groups on Saturday
evenings 8 p.m.), and will
present Key of David this
Saturday.

SAN JOSE STATE
UNIVERSITY

SPECIAL
DISCOUNT

STUDENTS, FACULTY AND STAFF
T IS
S CAPITOL’S CONTINUOUS PROGRAM

Were you aware
Major manufacturers
often sell lop rare brands
under n ohne brand
names
This allows lop line
,
products to be sold at
huge discounts
Capitol buys these
envare brand name pro.
ducts in railroab car
lots
operates out
of low overhead ware
house locations and
sells only to select
groups like yours eliminating the need
for costly television,
radio and newspaper
advertising
This direct marketing
approach serves to pro
tact Capitol’s members
against many pitfalis
Such as, poorly backed
products
discounted
seconds or blems
or
misleading advertising
which often employs
’come on" pricing
America’s fire largest
tins companies no longer
have mileage or road
hazard warranties

CAPITOL
STILL DOES!
a
Folk singer Marty Kane sings from his cramped corner in Peanuts Sandwich
Shop. Kane plays at the crowded restaurant Thursday evenings and Friday
afternoons.
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Low Student Rates
Taped Lesson Plans
. Flexible Scheduling
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78 SERIES RADIAL
35,011411ILE 711EAOWEANWANITY
Whitewalls The SOtt riding radial tire
that you can afford Lifetime road
warrantieshaardworkmanship and materials
Size

GIRL, PRICE

if 7

36.26
37 77
3S81
40.35
41.45
43.29
41.54
42.10
44 96
45.25
45.97

1 84
2 26
2 36
251
2 65
2 82
2 45
2 75
2 94
3 08
3 22

151478-13
DR78-14
ER78-14
FR78-14
GR78-14
HR76-14
ER79-15
Gals 15
141478-15
JR711-15
5.876-15

WIDE 70 SERIES STEEL RADIAL
40010-falLE TREADWEAR WARRANTY
Whitewalls Two steel belts with polyester cord body Lifetime road hazard workmanship and materials war.
rarities
GAO, PRICE

S.ZE

CR70-13
ER70-14
FR70-14
0870-14
4870-14
0810 -15
HM70-15
LR70-15

el

40 65
43.87
45.66
47.49
52.60
49.24
53.37
56.87

t

225
2 71
299
3 03
337
305
327
365

BLACK WALLS & WHITE WALLS
25,000-RILE TREADWEAR WARRANTY

GROste PR,LE

1960.
16.60
19.60
2060.

ni

1 45
1 54
1 56
143

1960.
I 73
560-15
2060.
I 78
600-15
Add $2.00 for whitewalls

.

.

/\.

Blackwall A dependable tire at a very
popular price Lifetime road hazard
workmanship and material warranties
cE

GOO, .SICE

Sqe

A78-13
C78-14
678-14
F78-14
078-14
078-15

19.46
21.77
23.32
24.70
25.56
26.49

1 69
1 93
2 13
226
2 42
245

TRUCK/CAMPER
71 SERIES BELTED
TUBELESS
Nylon cord body plies with strong
nylon cord belts Fits most Campers
vans and pick-ups No added expen
diture for special wheel Lifetime
workmanship and materials warranties
Sasge

I E r

On,.

Des

0711-15 C 42.90 3 52 44.90
N70-15 C 43.45 362 45.84
M7111-1S D 46.47 3h5 48.99
L79-16 0 51.78 4 12 53.78

E

3
4
3
4

70
11
75
16

CAMPER DUPLEX TYPE
NYLON CORD -TUBELESS
Lifetime workmanship A materials
warranties
Sq.

COMPACT

SiZE

Your Simulator Time is Logable
Dual Training with Qualified Instructors
Complete Records Kept of your Training
,
1,1-1onei 926-6700 ReldHIliview Airport, 2500 Cunningham

4-PLY POLYESTER

.71ikVY

600-12
560-13
600-13
PI55/S0D-13 .

if
Nedra.
San Jose State Aero Majors’ Now you can get your instrument
simulators at
three
our
rating quickly and inexpensively ’’Fly" one of
l’"...
.5wReid
eivlliH

.

POLYESTER

RADIALS

Tubeless blackwalls and whitewalls
Lifetime road hazard workmanship
and materials warranties

Pilots, Take Control
fa....Th

FOR
MEMBERS
ONLY] R-"IS NOTALI
"MITED TIME SALE"
VISA

m aster charge

tactics

_

today.

Hookers Ball 8 p.m. Friday at the Cow Palace. $15 in
advance and $20 day of show at BASS.

,artsit
lAentertMnment

’

Trio

American classical
guitarist Michael Lorimer
will perform at 8 p.m.
Saturday in Morris Dailey
Auditorium.
Rated among the
world’s top four classical
guitarists by Guitar Player
Magazine, Lorimer performs much of his music on
a baroque guitar.
In
1975
Lorimer
became the first American
guitarist invited to perform
in Russia. In addition to
concerts, he gives master
classes at
various
universities and conservatories throughout the
country.
Lorimer also writes a

Lost]
Range

800-16.5
875.16.5
950-16.5
10.16 5
12.16 5

0
0
0
D
D

Ps.,
Dpgs

E r

Desv,

47.84
51.78
56.86
60 97
70 35

3 42
392
4 46
448
558

48.84
54.97
61.93
64.92
73.87

P E

3 56
407
462
4i4
5 80

,PSTEEL RADIAL TRUCKI.
Steel belts polyester cord body lie signed to deliver more mileage fuel
economy and lower cost per mile
Lifetime workmanship and materials
warranties

S.rs

load Sarsp.

lissse Prse

,pr

750816(R)
D . 99.94
4 34
875-R16.5
D . 71.94
4 24
950-816.5 . . D . . 78.98
4 96
The Load Range System is now being
used instead of Ply Rating C
6-ply
rating D = 8-ply rating
-

CAPITOL TIRE SALES/
WAREHOUSES. INC.

USE YOUR

CREDIT UNION
rINANCING PROGRAM

USE THE CAPITOL
61100E7 PAY PLAN"

tur SIMUIMOr Training

This is a partial

SAN JOSE 1951121

14081 2171112

1760 Rogers Ave

list only.

SAN FRANCISCO 0:141031
14151 621 2336
101 S Van Ness Ave

SAN MATEO 1944071
14151 344-5732
133 So Claremont

AEQtrotELPI
04-106-1 3418

BECAUSE OF FLUCTUATING MANUFACTURERS’ COSTS OUR PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE
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Barracks demolished for library landscaping
Two barrack tenants
yet to be re-located
The barracks between
the Journalism building
and the corporation yard
w ill be demolished Feb. 12,
1979 to allow for landscaping for the new fivestory library to be constructed at SJSU, according to J. Handel
’Evans, associate executive
vice-president.
Operation SHARE, a
New College classroom and
the Asian American
Studies program presently
housed in the barracks
were all notified last
semester that they would
helve to relocate.
However, relocation
sites have yet to be
both
for
determined

Operation SHARE
New College

and

American
Asian
Studies, which operates
under the Social Science
department, has been
given a relocation site in
the Social Science budding
on S. Fourth Street and E.
San Carlos. But the area
does not provide adequate
space for the program,
to
P.J.
according
acting
Hirabayashi,
coordinator.
Asian
American
Studies now occupies three
barrack rooms - an office,
peer-counseling center and
Asian American Studies
reading room.

SHARE
Operation
coordinator Richard Najar
is concerned that the move
from their 13 -year -old
home in the barracks will
also mean giving up space
and going into next
semester in a "chaotic
mess."

classroom for its undergraduate program, is
not facing a major
relocation problem, acProvost
cording
to
Lawrence E. Chenoweth,
since the barracks only
house a small part of the
department.

He has requested that
SHARE be relocated in the
Education building since it
already operates out of that
department.

However, Hirabayashi
said that she hasn’t been
given anymore information
Asian
concerning
studies
American
relocation since a meeting
with Dean of Social
Sciences Gerald Wheeler,
which took place two weeks
before the fall semester
she
When
began.
discovered then that the
relocation site was too
small to accomodate her
program, she requested
that Wheeler look into
alternatives that wouldn’t
deceottalize the program.
She also requested that her

be
would
"It
for the
devastating
program to be moved some
place where we wouldn’t
have at least as much
space as we have now," he
said. "I need room for my
stafff workers and we
carry a heavy load of tutors
that like to drop inhere."
New College,. ,ilthough
it has not yet found a

input be considered in the
decision-making process.
Wheeler, however, said
the Social Science room
was virtually the only
space left on campus "that
could be had".
"At the time that I met
with her and two other
members of her program, I
encouraged her to look for
space at the same time I
was," he said, "to see if she
could come up with
something I’d missed."
Wheeler said he is
currently
negotiating
further space for the
program in a separate, but
"handy" spot on campus
for the peer counseling
center, but declined to
state where.
He said arrangements
have already been made to
relocate the Asian
American reading room

materials to the Asian
Studies reading room in
Social Science.
When they move, Asian
American Studies will also
have a full-time secretary,
according to Wheeler. But,
instead of being an integral
part of the program, she
will be 25 feet across the
courtyard serving the
Anthropology department
as well.
Hirabayashi feels that
the whole plan is
disorganized and that it
will cause "instability and
internal chaos".
"This could put our
program in a precarious
position," she said. "Even
though the barracks are
sub-standard buildings and
we’ve been complaining for
years about getting new
facilities, at least we’re
centralized at a location
where students can easily
drop by.

SJSU forensics team captures four awards
Although it has been
over eight years since
SJSU had a forensics team
active on campus, that did
.not deter the efforts of the
newly formed club in
capturing four awards in a
tournament
forensics
hosted by the club here last
weekend.
The forensics, or
speech team, led by I,aurie
Lema, hosted their first
tournament since forming
last spring last Friday and
Saturday.

Seven schools competed against SJSU in the
tournament, with Fresno
State University taking the
sweepstakes award in the
competition.

-We want to make
students aware of their
surroundings and what
they’re doing to their
bodies," Barabara Mohr,
one of the fair organizers,
said.
Representatives from
25 organizations will have
booths for demonstrations
of
distribution
and

Kevin
sophomore
major, took a
award in
terpretation.
"To be

Lojewski,
undeclared
second place
oral inhosting

SJSU, which won the
most awards in the tournament, could not take the
awards
sweepstakes
because they hosted the
tournament.

Grants available
for wildlife study

Dennis Gleason, a
political
sophomore
science major, took a first

Graduate students in
fields related to wildlife,
natural
resources
management,
or
the
protection
of
enviornmental quality have
the opportunity to apply to
the National Wildlife
Federation’s 1979-80 Environmental Conservation
Fellowships.
Dec. 31 is the deadline
for applications. To be
eligible, applicants must be
citizens of the United
States, Canada or Mexico
and pursuing degrees in a
college or university
graduate program or law
school.
The grants, which have
been awarded for the past
21 years, range up to $4,000.
Participants must be involved principally in

Awareness Fair set
An Awareness Fair,
foisted by five students
from Rec. 97, will be held
Wednesday in the Art Quad
itom 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.

place award in oratory,
and a third place in expository. Phyllis Perry,
sophomore speech-communication major placed
second in oratory, and

literature.
organizations
The
Heart
include
the
Cancer
Association,
Muscular
Society,
Dystrophy, Weight Watchers, SJSU Health Center,
Hypnosis Habit Control and
Fitness Unlimited.
Some of the demonstrations and discusssions
will be on biofeedback,
yoga, and sensitivity
holistic
awareness,
medicine, self awareness
and transactional analysis.

tournnament during your
first year back in competition is an acsaid
complishment,’
Lema.

a

research rather than
course work.
For more information
and application forms,
contact the Executive Vice
National
President,
Wildlife Federation, 1412
16th St., N.W., Washington,
D.C. 20036.

Entrants competed in
either oral interpretation,
expository, debate, or an

Just dial 271-3171

Although the club will
not be hosting any more
tournaments at SJSU this
year, it will be participating
in
several
tournaments within the
state during the next few
months.

by Christopher Agler

P.J. Hirabayashi, acting coordinator for iksianJ
American Studies, expresses her concern thatl
relocation from the barracks by February 19791
will decentralize her program.
4

SPEAKERS & PORSCHES
Have something in common. But only if the speakers are built by us - DLB Products Company of in Jose. The Por
for both what you can see and wh9. ,,ou CAN’T. DLB
sche, of course, is a sports car and a symbol for PRECISION
SPEAKERS ARE BUILT WITH PRECISION FROM THE BOTTOM UP Not lust the drovers, but every element of every
system
OTHERS, COMPARABLY PRICED

DLB
1
2
3

Display
Advertising

oratory exercise.

4
5

Computer grade mylar capacitors
Professional T pad countour
controls
Individually calibrated air
core inductor coils
Real walnut lumber core cabinets
Thick fiberglass damping, fully
lined

vs

cheap electrolytics

vs
vs

position switches
mass produced iron core coils
with inherent phase shift
glorified "fire log" materials
one or two walls thinly covered
with foam

vs
vs

WE’VE IMPROVED THE BEST
we’ve rebuilt and improved
For over five years we’ve been in the business of rebuilding and custom manufacture
burned -out JBL’s, AR’s, Advents, Magnaplanars, Cerwin.Vegas, EPI’s, ESS’s, ADS’s, and everything in between. We
know where they went wrong. We didn’t make their mistakes OR their "cost -benefit" compromises We don’t make
ANY compromises
PERIOD, that’s why we give 7 -year warranties on every system sold.

.BUY NOW AND GET THEM WHOLESALE
And for a limited time only, poor to imminent national retail distribution, we are offering our line at WHOLESALE COST
to the public Check us out. Hear what it SHOULD sound like for a change. And ask about our subwoofers, custom
we are a complete stereo tune up service and offers unique
crossovers, and zerofeedback turntable modifications
up -grading plan.

Let a TI calculator help you make more efficient use of your time.
This semester... and for years to come.

but listen to our $650 model too and ask us about buying it a piece at a time
Wholesale prices start at $89.50 apiece
in modular form B of A, VISA, MC cards accepted.

DLB PRODUCTS CO., 20008 Almaden Rd , San Jose, CA 95120.14081997 3600

FREEt This $12.95value
book when you buy a
TI Programmable 58 or 59.
5l2 95
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Sourcebook for
Programmable
Calculators
-
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rZi Texas Instruments
Electronic Calculator Center
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TI Programmable 59

The Sourcebook for Programmable Calculators is a (pre -written programs) are available in major study
new book from Texas Instruments designed to help fields including civil, electronic and computer engiyou explore the power of your programmable calcu- neering; physics, statistics, and business/finance.
lator Contains over 350 pages covering step-by-step And, additional ready-made programs written by
solutions to problems in a wide range professionals in your field are available through TI’s
of fields And it s yours free. if you act now.
Professional Program Exchange (PPX-59) memberTI Programmable
ship program
58 and 59 both feature
Ti’s Programmable 58
Use this coupon to obtain your free book.
TI s preprogrammed ,
and 59 calculators offer
’Ellis Instrument, .etilt send you a see Copy 01 SOorcebook for Programmable
Solid State Software"’ ’ Calcu,ators
a wide range of capaa $12 95 value when you (Ii Return this completed coupon including
plug-in modules A Mas- I serial number 121 along with yOur dOthglete0 n 58 or II 59 customer information
bility and performance
Card ipacked tn NW 13} mei copy of wool ol your purchase verifying purchase
ter Library Module of 25
From the student to the
between August t5 and October 31 19711 Yaw carpi.. customer oPennstien card,
programs in math, stasod darn copy sl proof el pardon most H prosloterbed III, MINI Narernber 7.
advanced professional.
OM IP qualify lor liii spccial oller Book covers sap by site programmed solo
tistics, and finance is
there’s
a TI Programmalions to problems in a ode range of held, math,mai,05 [MEW. StaliStiCS business
included Optional liand operations research economics biology engineering physics and astronomy
ble ideally suited to your
music
and
much
MOIP
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needs, and your price
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Applied Statistics Real
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Insight
into future

Ames impressive
By Kim Gardner
Ames Research Center, with its
myriad of buildings, guarded entrances, and bizarre-looking me’ at
structures next to Moffett Field in
Mountain View, looks foreboding.
Ames Research Center is actually the field laboratory of the
National Aeronautics Space Administration. It was originally
founded in 1940 with a clear-cut
purposeto develop technology to
help win World War II.
The 50s saw the center involved
in the first space flight, where the
vehicles went through extensive
testing on the center’s grounds. The
60s saw a continuation of these space
flights and explorations.
Today Ames Research Center
continues scientific research, such
as trying to find life on other planets
and testing new aircraft. Current
headliners at the center are the
upcoming space shuttle trips and the
Venus probe project.
While all these things are going
on in outer space, equally interesting work is going on at Ames
Research Center right on the
ground.
One project is QSRA, Short Haul
Research Aircraft.
These a ircrai need only 550-foot
landing and take-off space. With
their ability to land on rooftops and
short runways, these craft hopefully
will help alleviate congestion of
metropolitan airports.
QSRA have one-mile "foot-

prints" (jet engines can be heard
within one mile of aircraft) as
compared to the 30-mile footprints of
current 727’s.
Ames hopes to demonstrate this
new jet aircraft at Reid-Hillview in
San Jose, according to Nancy
Taylor, Resource Information
Specialist at Ames.
The concrete greyness of
numerous buildings dominates the
Ames Research grounds. Most of the
buildings are non grey
distinguishable from the others
except for building numbers painted
onto them.
A jogging -suited employee
running on his lunch break, or
another riding a brightly -colored
bike between buildings provide
momentary bursts of color against
the greyness.
NASA’s Ames Research Center
tests new aircraft in their more than
30 wind tunnels located on the
grounds. Of these wind tunnels, the
largest one is 40 by 80 feet and with
six 40-foot span propellers, it
simulates flight from zero to 33,000
m.p.h.
The Apollo spacecraft models
and Space Shuttle models were all
tested in this tunnel.
Scaled models of new aircraft
are placed on struts inside the wind
tunnel and tested at various airflow
speeds.
Walking inside the empty wind
tunnel is similar to walking on a
huge, dark, empty Hollywood stage.

Photos by Ellie Harland

Its dark and damp cathedral-like
atmosphere is permeated only by
shafts of sunlight filtering through a
small window near the ceiling.
A sto’rnp of the foot invites an
eerie echo as particles of gritty soot
get into your nose and mouth.
As one walks towards the other
end of the tunnel towards the fans,
one knows how Dorothy felt as she
walked down the darkened,
mysterious hall to confront the
Wizard.
The wind tunnel has seen a few
mishaps. When testing new aircraft,
a propeller can fly off, as it once did,
and injure workers or observers. As
a result, windows of the observation
and control room were sealed up.
Scientists now watch the testing
on closed circuit television.
Not far away, upon leaving the
wind tunnel is the building which
houses the 20G centrifuge.
Here the physiological and
psychological responses of humans
to acceleration forces encountered
in space and aeronautical flight are
studied by placing humans on the
whirling centrifuge. These effects
can be studied before sending
astronauts into space.
A quarter-mile walk past more
grey buildings provides glimpses of
men in white coats working inside
and takes you to the hanger.
Inside the huge hanger new
aircraft are examined and worked
on by workers and scientists.
There’s a Cessna in one corner with

712
gi

Ames Research Center in Mountain View is the field laboratory for the National Aeronautics and
Space Administration (NASA). Here, scientists design and test new aircraft and spacecraft.
Top of page: giant wind tunnel at Ames gives a "Close Encounters" feeling. Above: This research
aircraft, the Galileo II, is really a flying laboratory that can carry up to 20 scientists. Below left: Six giant
propellers provide wind speeds up to 33,000 m.p.h. when testing aircraft inside the wind tunnel.
Below right: This flight simulator trains pilots to fly new aircraft. Inside the moving "cab" pilots experience simulated motions such as forward, backward, and pitching and rolling.
a talking computer aboard that tells
pilots how to fly the plane.
If a pilot holds up a special
destination chart to the computer’s
television screen, the computer tells
the pilot the best route and how
much fuel it will take.
Workers playing volleyball
during their lunch hours provide a
human touch to the myriad of metal,
tools and aircraft housed in the large
hanger.
Outside the hanger is the Galileo
II, a flying laboratory aircraft that
houses 20 scientists. This summer, a
hurricane study was made with the
help of Galileo II. Scientists are
currently preparing a trip to India to
study monsoons.
Inside yet another grey building
is the flight simulator. Here, pilots
are trained to fly new aircraft before
they enter the actual cockpit. In this
moving-cab transport simulator,
there is a motion system which
subjects pilots to motions encountered in real flight, such as
forward, backward, sideways,
pitching and rolling. European
Concorde pilots trained on this
simulator.
As the pilots move the
simulator’s cockpit controls,
electrical signals are sent to a
computer which instantly calculates
the response and signals the motion
drive. The computer at the same
time activates the flight instrumentation and sound system to
give the pilot representative aircraft
sounds, and instrument information
such as speed, altitude and
positions.
The computer also controls the
visual display system that allows
pilots to see, on a color TV screen, a
picture similar to what a pilot in a
real jet or plane would see flying
over different terrains.
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sports
Soccer team wins 1 1 th
v-.

Easy, company beat Bears
By Dan Miller
The SJSU soccer team
quickly scored three first
half goals and held on to
beat UC-Berkeley, 3-2,
Tuesday night at Spartan
Stadium.
The Spartans, who
travel to play the UC-Santa
Barbara Gauchos 8 p.m.
Saturday, had all they
could handle with the
Bears.
Easy Perez scored
twice and Steve Swadley
added another goal as
SJSU scored three times in
10 minutes to give the
Spartans a commanding 31) lead at half.

THEY CREATED
A PLANET
IN THE IMAGE OF HELL

FRANK HERBERT

Lightning struck in
the second half when the
Bears scored twice in two
minutes for a nail-biting
finish.
"We played very well
the first half," said SJSU
Julie
coach
soccer
Menendez, "but we were
jittery in the second half."
The game’s first goal
was scored by Perez at the
41:22 mark when he beat a
defender and took a shot
goalie
the
which
misplayed. The goal was
assisted by John Bradley
and Swadley.
Swadley nailed the
corner of the goal after
unleashing a quick shot
which rocketed past the
Bear goalie to give the
Spartans a 2-0 margin.
Two minutes later,
Perez beat the Cal
goalkeeper again, firing a
bullet in the far side of the

DOTHAISDI

i/PL/

EXPERIMENT

\

)

Facial
Treatment

The new novel
by the author of Dune

net at the 31:13 mark.
Perez appeared to
score again moments later,
when he kicked the ball out
of the goalie’s grasp and
into the net. But an official
ruled the goalie had
possession and disallowed
the goal.
Paul Coffee, playing in
goal for SJSU, made four
spectacular saves, hauling
in shots fired at point blank
range and then held on to
the rebounds to thwart the
Bear’s scoring chances in
the first half.
Cal came out ready to
play the second half and
scored when a Bear player
headed the ball through
Coffee’s hands and into the
goal.
Berkeley stunned the
crowd and the Spartans
when they beat Coffee less
than a minute later to close
the gap to 3-2.
The Spartans then
seemed to settle down
somewhat and almost
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SAT- TUB
BEST FOREIGN FILM 1977

MADAME ROSA

156 S. Sic ()INK’
298-4388
02 26

CAL
Si SU

1 2
0 2
3 0

TOTAL
2
3

SJSU E Perez (Bradley, Swadley/
41 22
SJSU 5 Swadley (Ryan/ 33 21
SJSU E Pere, unassisted 31 13
CAL 0 Merino (Ewart1 56.21
CAL E Andlips (Swisher 1 57 21

Who cares?
Today’s questions:
1. What players hold the National and American
League records for career grand slams?
2. Identify the portion of the body the following
players were missing when they played baseball in the
major leagues: Lou Johnson, Pete Gray, Mordecai
Brown and Monty Stratton.
Answers:
lat
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maybe they tired."
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locked up the game when
Steve Ryan took a shot that
beat the goalkeeper of the
Bears, but not the goalpost.
"I thought our defense
really
came through
toward the end," Menendez
said. "I think the Bears
also seemed to quit after
getting their second goal,

New film
schedules
available
in the
Student Union

Student, w I D

Despite the Spartan
soccer team’s loss to the
USF Dons last Sunday,
SJSU moved from 16th to
12th in the Intercollegiate
Soccer Athletic Association
polls.
The Spartans beat
University of the Pacific 60 and CSU-Chico 3-0 before
losing to the Dons, 5-2,
accounting for the higher
ranking this week.
i
2
3
5
6
7
8
?

Indiana University
Clemson Un.vnrsIty
USF
S1U Edwardsville
Philadelphia Textile
Quincy
St Lou. University
Columbia University
Loyola Baltimore

10
II
12
13
II
19
16
18
19
20

Alabama A and M
Darimoutn
SAN JOSE STATE
Connecticut
Temple University
St Francis
Navy tied with SAW
Penn State
Appalachian State
Simon Fraser

ce.--erby Joon A Rodriguez

Spartan forward Easy Perez battles for ball with Cal opponent Tuesday night
at Spartan Stadium. Perez scored a pair of goals, raising his season total to
14.

Boo ters venture to Santa Barbara
Most coaches despise playing on the road because the
team has to travel, disrupting its daily routine, the field
conditions are "below" standard and the fans cheer for
the other team.
This weekend, SJSU soccer coach Julie Menendez
faces all three factors when the booters travel to Santa
Barbara.
But there is a fourth discouraging factor for the
Spartans UC-Santa Barbara has an excellent team.
The Gauchos are 11-1, a school record for most wins in
a season, and hold down first place in the Southern
California Soccer Association,
UC-Santa Barbara has won six straight, the last three
being shut-outs, including a 5-0 win over USC and a 1-0

whitewash of UC-Berkeley.
Bob Tuler is the goalkeeper for the Gauchos and has a
goals-against average of 0.2 and has six shut-outs this
seaJon, according to UC-Santa Barbara’s Sports Information Director, Bob Vazquez.
The Gauchos receive scoring punch from forward
Erick Price, a freshman from Saratoga. Price has eight
goals this season and was drafted last year by the Oakland
Stompers.
Price gets help from teammate Tom Lehier, who has
scored seven times.
The Gauchos already have established another school
record. The squad has scored 91 goals, UCSB’s best
seasonal mark.

THREE STRIPES
FOR THE ROAD...
’After an interruption of 57years, I’m happy to see people
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Buy a pair of adidas Formula I
running shoes in the next three
weeks and get a free adidas
T-shirt worth $6.00,
adidas will actually give you the
shirts off their backs to get you
running in their shoes. For every
pair of Formula l’s, you buy
between now and Saturday,
November 11, adidas will give
you a free T-shirt, worth $6.00.
Just take the coupon below to a
participating adidas dealer, buy
a pair of adidas Formula I running
shoes, and a handsome adidas
T-shirt is yours.
Formula I: An advanced design road shoe,
with spoiler type heel extension for superior
shock absorption.
The special traction profile of Formula I
Makes this shoe highly responsive, storing
up touch-down energy. throwing the leg
Into a longer stride at lift off.
Road holding traction sole eliminates lateral
slipMe main cause of knee injuries. Full
padding at collar and molded heel counter
assure built-in support and protection.
Nylon -leather upper, provides natural air
conditioning where it’s needed. Durable
rubber soles make this a true, long distance
shoemore miles for your money
Formula I. only $38.95.

To the Consumer Present this coupon to a participating adidas dealer upon purchase
of one pair of shoes specified above This Coupon is good for one Ill adidas rshirt
with a suggested retail value of 55 00
To the dealer: Clossco. distributors for adidas. authorizes you to accept this coupon for
redemption We will credit your account in the *mount of the dealer cost of each trivet.
Provided that you and the consumer have complied with the terms of this coupon 3v
Submitting this coupon for payment you represent that you redeemed it pursuant to
these terms Any other use could bring prosecution under U S Marl fraud statutes
This coupon is non-assignable and may not be reproduced
Coupon will not be honored if presented through outside agencies. brokers or others
who are not retail distributors of our merchandise or specifically authorized by us to
present coupons for redemption For redemption of properly received and handled
coupon, mail to Clossco 2200 Martin Avenue
Santa Clars CA 95050

adidas T-shirt
I when you
? A A
buy
one pair of adidas Formula I
; (3322) running shoes.
LimitOne coupon per purchase.
Coupon expires November 11, 1978.
For coupon to be valid.
purchaser’s name and address
must appear in space provided below:
Name

Street Address
City

Apt
State

Zip

PARTICIPATING DEALERS
San Jose State: Instep, Athlete’s Foot,
Athlete’s Attic, Freeman’s Sport Center,
Reed’s Sport Shop, Ryan’s Sport Shop,
San Jose, Vic’s Sports, Santa Clara

adidad

^
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sports
Blend of old and new players
key to SJSU hoop success
By Keith Kropp
basketball
SJSU’s
team offically began
practice Sunday and head
coach Ivan Guevara feels
the key to the season will be
how the new members of
the team respond and blend
with the five returnees.
The Spartans are
hoping to recover from a
dismal 1977-78 season, a

campaign which saw them
place sixth in the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association
4-10) and finish 9-18
overall.
At this time Guevara
indicated he can’t begin to
speculate what kind of
starting lineup he will
feature since there are
many question marks and
several new players to the

Spartans.
Wally Rank, Phil
Davis, Mike Mendez,
Douglas Murrey and Sid
Williams return from last
year’s team. Rank led the
Spartans in scoring and
rebounding last year and
the 6-6 forward will again
be looked upon to provide a
lot of spark to the team.
The status of Davis is

extremely questionable.
The 6-1 junior guard has
injuries to both his knees
and, according to Guevara,
he could miss the entire
season.
If so, that could be very
costly to the Spartans.
"He ( Davis) was our
quarterback last year, and
at the end of last year he
had proven he could play

on this level," Guevara
said.
As far as the other
I Mendez,
returnees
Murrey and Williams)
Guevara indicated that
they are far ahead of last
year.
Presently Guevara has
15 players, 10 of them new
to the program. Of those 10,
six are community college
transfers, and five of those
from out of slate.

"Chisholm has good
ball skills and is an outstanding passer. He knows
when to give it up and is a
catalyst type player,"
Guevara stated.
Guevara rates Bishop
and Ferrante as excellent
shooting goarls. He calls
Bishop a "streak shooter."
"Grover Brown is real
quick and is an excellent
Guevara
playmaker,"
said.

The transfers include
Ron Chisholm, Robert
Bishop, Grover Brown,
Mickey Jackson, Roberto
Ferrante and Dan Sullivan.

Sullivan,
another
transfer, is in the opinion of
Guevara is a hard worker

who
compliments
everyone.
"He and Mickey
are
similar
Jackson
because of their intensity.
They have a positive attitude and play all out."
At center, Me Spartans
will have 6-9 Paul Schilleei,
from
transfer
a
Washington State, and
Steve Swarbrick, also 6-9.
Both players were redshirts last season.
Schilleci is a fine talent
although is very inexperienced in basketball,
according to Guevara.

"Paul’s best basketball
is ahead of him," Guevara
said. "He needs to work on
the finer points of the game
such as timing, keeping his
hands up all the time and
he needs to be a more intimidating force in the
middle."
Giving an early outlook
on the team, Guevara has
what he believes is a
"positive" group this year.
"Right now I would say
we have more strengths
this year. There is more
talent, plus this group is
more team -oriented."

classifieds
announcements
PLAN
DENTAL
STUDENT
ENROLL NOW!! For Information call A.S. office or 371.
6811..
New Fall Session at
BALLET
Eufratia School of Ballet
near
College age Classes,
campus Beg. int . Adv Come
Park
1461
studio.
our
new
Me
Ave. S.J. 241 1300.
PART.TIME work...Set your own
hours. Salaried while learning
business techniques. Earnings
from sales average $4001000
monthly. Call Or. Jim Harper.
Co op Education Program at
277 3370, or Kevin Sullivan,
Marketing Director at 14081 2461991. New England Life. of
course! EEOC. M/F.
OUTDOORS PEOPLE can find
activities and people to share
them with In the SJSU Sierra
Club. Trips include hiking.
backpacking, climbing, rafting,
XC skiing, and more. Meetings
every Tues.. S.U. Guadalupe
Room, and alternate between
programs and trip planning.
TRIP PLANNING, 10/day hike,
10/61 backpacking, 10/13 15
Yosemite. 10/22 rafting, 10/31
Halloween party.

SQUARE
ADULT
YOUI00
DANCING. Come join the fun.
No previous dancing necessary.
Open house Nov. 6. 13, 20 Juan
Cabrillo School, corner of
Cabrillo and San TomaS Espy.,
Santa Clara, 7: 3010pm. Info.,
241 4164.

SJSU Gay Student Union meets
every Than. 3010 people attend
any given meeting which are
usually held in the Student
Union. GSU provides a blend of
social and educational activities
designed to let gay people meet
and learn about themselves,
each other, and relevent social
issues, Gsu is particularly
useful to the gay person who Is
just coming out or is new to the
area. You are not alone so don’t
stay apart. Be all you can be
attend!! All meetings are in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room at Burn.
10 5 Creativity Night. Bring your
own poems, prose, music or art.
10 12 Rap Group -Relationships.
10 19 David Stewarespeaker on
the S.C. Human Relations
Commissions. 1016 Potluck,
campus.
PARTY sponsored by SJSU
Sculptors Guild. Beer, band,
food Oct 20. 7pM lam $3 in
door.
at
$3 50
advance,
Everyone’s welcome. 1016 S.
5th, Metal Facilities,

INTERESTED In founding a
.’, fraternity’ Zeta Beta Tau is
looking for you! If Interested,
call Rueban, 271 871111, Kevin,
277 8902, or Tim, 277 8038 OR
visit our table in front of the
Student Union Tues. or Wed.
between 11am Ipm.
course
*4-RICK or -Beaver 6"
marker, gimmick Car Rally. by
),
Flying Beavers Raley Team
Sat., Oct 21 Start. 59 p at. 1st
timers welcome! Speed not a
factor. 47 awards. Recorded Info
at 262-6722,
?
_
13E MADE AWARE of Nutrition.
Diet. Exercise, Holistic Health,
more!
and
Hypnosis
.
"Awareness Fair," Wed., Oct.
.,
25, Ilarn 2pm. Be there!!

SIGN UP with the SJSU Ski Club
and go to ASPEN, COLORADO
Sign ups for Aspen will be
Tuesday, Oct. 17 at 730 p.m.
Our trip will include round trip
air fare, 7 nights of luxury ac
cornmodations, a 6 day ski pass
to all of the Aspen ski resorts,
and several other great ac
Moines. Take a note: You must
be a Ski Club member by Oct. 16
*.4 in order to go with Oslo Aspen.
Also, It may be to your ad,
vantage to get in line early on
Tuesday, Oct. 17

:0

1LOTS and Student Pilots Don’t
get stuck with Hobbs time Fly
wet tech and Save BIG money
1975 Cessna ISO’s,
Example
1113/hr Least expensive way to
get that cr -.fed pilot license and
ogles Largest club
fly with tO
in Calif MANY SJSU members
and instructors Call our Reid
Hillview branch for full into
Call Don now. Gottschalk’s
Flight Center, 923.4171

CAMPUS Gong Snow Oct 24. noon
to 2prn in the S.U. Am
phitheater. Be there!
THE Christian Science Organization
meets Wednesdays at 3:30 in the
5.0 Costanoan Rm. Everyone is
invited.
GET CRAZY at the Ski Club’s
Halloween Party. Boogie to the
tunes of "Ivory Tower" and
lubricate win the fine tap beer
we will provide. All you provide
Is the crazy partying spirit that
makes life fun. Prizes will be
given for best costumes. More
information and maps will be at
the Ski Club Table. Take a
chance. GO FOR IT!!
Volunteers needed to facillitate
growth Oriented workshops for
the student population. Gain
valuable skills as a facilitator
while helping your fellow
students. Call Ronnie at 335 5917
for info. Sponsored by Peer
Drop In

automotive
ALL FOREIGN CAR PARTS 461S
Bascom Ave., San Jose. CA
95128. 2900624 or 298 0625.
STUDENT
SPECIAL
DISCOUNTS WITH CURRENT
I.D. CARD. If we don’t have it,
we’ll help you get I! Be on our
private mailing list for monthly
specials.
’70 CYCLONE ST Hi Po 429 4 sod.,
411 posi, wags, craine, offY,
Holley, Mallory, Hurst, Sun
Hooker. Sunroof, new paint,
rebuilt top end, photos, exc.
cond. Moulder Rm. 102, Mike.
S2,450?

’77

HONDA CB 200T. Exc.
mechanical cond., looks great.
New tires, many extras I decal
fur Student. Cheap, easy to part.
$500. Call Bill at 264 4799 any
time.

’78 YAMAHA XS 750. New tires,
9,000 miles. S1,450. Dana, WS
4219.
_
’64 VW BUG Runs good $299. Call
293 2149 after 6 P

for sale

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your Insurance needs:
AUTO, HOME,F IRE, HEALTH.
If you are not already with State
Farm, call for an appointment
at my office or home and we’ll
set up allow convenient for you
on campus, your home or My
office. Let’s get together and
give you better coverage, for less
money. CALL: MORY STAR,
2531217 or 44e3649

START SEMESTER RIGHT! 76
MOB) OD, AM/FM. 17,400 ml.
excellent. 1.4450 firm Call Ron
or Joan 17071 538 0925. Santa
Rosa

BED and BOX SPRING, full hie. $IO
ea Bedding SI 3/piece, 578 8015
eves.

help wanted

COUNT FOR CASH. Be an
We have
Inventory Taker
several permanent part time
Positions available for people
looking toe year round extra
income. Work on the average of
fob’s per week. All you need is a
good knowledge of simple math
and available to work either
AND
MORNG
EARLY
0.THRI Fri 10a nn, i iiggoon
Inventory Service 2398 Walsh
ave., Santa Clara 241 2563
FEMALE
help for pleasant
handicapped lady. Hrs. flexible.
Alcoa Sather 249 7575.

FLEXIBLE Hours/Good Pay.
Aides/Ord. 54.50/hr. LVN’s
$5.62/hr. RN’s.$11/hr. Some
experience require I. Call 287
1749 for app.. New Horizons
Nursing Resources, 2775 Park
Ave, Santa Clara.
FEMALE lead singe-r- seeks working
band to blow some funky jazz
and pop, 40 R and B with,
Teresa 354 0150

OVERSEAS JOBS. Summer/full
time
Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asia, etc. All fields
$500 $1,200 monthly, expenses
paid, sightseeing. Free into
Write international Job Center,.
Box 4490 SB Berkeley, CA 94704.
2490 Channing Way.
COLLEGE STUDENTS Average
earnings 53.50 5.00/nr Public
Relations work for non profit
athletic organization promoting
volleyball team to the Olympics.
Call Mike between II at 249
8211.
SAN JOSE advertising agency nee
-CIS
artist two days a week, Wed.
nesdays
and
Thursdays.
Creative layout, design and
pastoup Skills neccessary. Call
241 $277 between Ram 5pm. Ask
for Mike English.
STUDENT NURSES
Part and full time. Pick your
days and shifts. American
Registry of Nurses. 2444
Moorpark Ave. 2030112,
RESERVE FRIDAY, OCT. 27 . Have
fun! Make money! Part time or
full time. No experience
necessary. We will train you as a
distributor of an Outstanding
development in detergents.
Wide market, industrial and
home. Exclusive new concept.
Salary and commission. Ad
vancep placements for individuals with experience. Call
Jim Crawford, Chem 1965 996
7169 or Premier Chemical Corp.
1415/ 832 6567 for appt.
NUTRITION minded person needed
at Sun and Soil Natural Food
Store and Rest to work various
food service,
duties incl
cashier. cleaning. Handyman
exp. important Call Ran at 287
8887

WANTED. Waiter or waitress
familiar with French an talian
food and flaming Apply at
Vintage Room. 37565 Bascom,
San Jose, 377.9624.
BUS driver. Will train. Work 2 hrs.
morning and 2 hrs. afternoon.
Call 356.6116
CHILDCARE wanted for two boys. 6
and 10 yrs. Weekdays 26010. MY
home. Los Gatos. S250/mo 356
5961.
SAN JOSE Montessori Training
Center. Primary and advanced.
one year courses. AA degree
required. 954 3513 for info.
WEEKEND FUN!! Earn in 2 days
what most do in 5 Sat Sun $100
300 easy Customers come to
you. Demonstrate nationally
famous non stick cookware at
Flea Mart. HURRY!! Xmas
shoppers are here! Dan. 14151
652-4100. ext. 5130.
PBX Receptionist. M F. Perfect
student hrs. Call Ginger 984 7566
Eulipia Crepe Cafe needs a
dishwasher. Call 2036810 after
100.374 So. 1st St.

housing
FEMALE Graduate with Child to
share 2 bath house with same.
Pets OK. No drugs. 225 3950 eve

ROOM AND BOARD, 1 blk, from
campus. 155 So Iltn St. Great
food, quiet study hrs. S130/mo.
Call 279-0473 anytime.
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB.
Great guys and gals, fireplace,
color TV, kitchen, maid serv.,
piano. game room, parking, $32
per Week Share, $45 50/wk
single. 202 South St. 293 7374.
FOR RENT. Modern extra large
turn. apts. 3 bdrm., 2 ba , and 2
bdrm., 2 ha So. 11th St Phone
733 6.433 or 298 0636
MALE Sr or grad student only
Large pot, rm. Quiet house S80
per mo. 643S. 6th
ROOMMATE. M/F to share 3
bdrm., 2 ba house w/2 Male
students S110/mo. Avail, 11/1,
377 9400
Huge, luxurious 3 (Arm apt Quiet.
clean, newly remodeled
3
responsible studentk Working
or co signers. 0375 Mon. Sat, 05
25e9535
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS.
INTERNATIONAL
The
CENTER is now ACCEPTING
APPLICATIONS for the Spring
Sernester. IA few spaces still
available for this tel at discount
rates) Drop by at 340S. 11th St.
or call 2772690. Non resident
membership also available

STUDENTS! Earn US! Flexible
hours, new product with appeal
Efforts produce good earnings.
John. 267 9339 or Rich, 263 6027.

lost and found

SHREDDED foam rubber. 65 cents
lb. 2931954.

WANTED TO BUY Dolls from 1960’s
to Antique. 371 1363.

EXC. COND. 2 Altec Speakers,
Pioneer 727 receiver. 0333 or
b/o 295 1770
Om.

10 sod. 550 AM/FM
1100
10
te/stereo,
Yamaha OT175, low ml 1650
745 4219

SCHWINN

Gibson $200 Good condition 35 RMS
RGVN. CHANNEL Call Lynne
739 1011
NIKON FMOILFV2, 50min 2 mos
old Used only once Exc cond.
1325/offer Bart, 277 8180
70 GTO. 100 cti; in. 350 HP Good
cond. Cell JOHN. 388 6704 ale
9pm or 287,$775, 1 S.
For Sale "65- Mustang 289 engine
$100. CI Bell Housing and
Torque Converter 575, 4 Indy
Maas $150 Cell Todd 965 9133 or
277 8531

GIRLS are waiting lobe Girl Scouts.
Can you volunteer to be a leader
or help? Please call 287 4170, M
F,11.30 5 00

GRADUATE sculptor needs 3
female models approx. 5’4"
56", 115 lbs. 1 writ , 1 blk I
oriental 550 ea for couple hrs.
work Cal Robert Smith at 292
4872

FOUND: Calculus book on the 2nd
floor of the library on 9/21 Cali
Kevin, 277 8168

LOST: Ladies’ wine leather iacket
library
Possibly
10/11
REWARD Call 296 0265

ADDRESSERS
wanted
immediately. Work at Minya, 110
cop necessary Exc pay. Write
American Service, 11350 Park
Lane, Suite 177, Dallas, TX
75231

crazy people whose 2011,
birthday falls on Oct Ilith club
meets today See founding Pres
Doug Brook. Happy B Day
Doug!!

DEE GEES are the only ones that
can clank my anchor. Jr
The Blonde Are you still on Cloud
Nine? Let’s move on to Cloud
Ten, eleven and twelve. They’re
bound lobe better Green Eyes.

UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED
Renee
PERMANENTLY
Licensed.
Towers State
Registered Electrologist. 12 yrs.
experience. Complimentary
consultation. Located off
By
S.bascom On Stokes.
app1.29S 5911.

PUMPKINS TO GO! FROM ATO
These potential jack’o lanterns
will be hand delivered to a trend
in greek houses, dorms, or
immediate campus area A card
for Halloween and other
ghoulish messages included.
Only one dollar at ATO untilOct
25. 231S. 11th St. 998 9707.

I AM seeking a woman to become
am
I
companion.
my
hadicapped an have a minor
voice impediment. Call Brian at
298 2308.

Randy from Slimy Valley: I have
something to hold you under.
Call Steve from The Jokes_
L.)]. Friday was great!! i think we
have a strange and unique
relationship. You’re strange and
unique!! E.M.W.

FEMALE vocalist wanted 10
accompany songwriter/guitar
1st. Call Shannon at 998 0503.
ATTENTION: Want to see you
again. Met you at Bourbon St.,
FrI., 9/29 If you are 61". 20 yrs.
old, long ben hair and from
Seattle, Wash., please call me at
0653792. Said you liked my
smile.

Jim

Young Beware SADARR AAA
is In their planning stage More
later Your "Kids"

This is; San Jose State University
Training School for Economic
Robots, Ronnie.

ME Ni I - WOMAN I
JOBS ON SHIPS! Arilerican,
No experience
Foreign.
required. Exc. pay Worldwide
travel. Summer job or career.
Send S3 for information.
SEAFAX. Dept. D7. First and
Laurel streets. Port Angeles,
Washington 98362.

If you don’t like your pace, then
change your face. Nov. 1 Rec. 97
Comm number 3

"LOVE IS WHAT YOU NEED" New
dating system. Free Into. Write
DAWN, P.O. Box 6521, San Jose,
Ca 9519)

IS It true that "knees" that look
athletic score better than
"pits?" Ask Mr. Shorts,

Whoever lost a Zoo I notebook, you
left it in the Spartan Daily
Classifieds.

I NEED a ride to Si. from Santa
Cruz one day a week. Call Dr.
Snyder, 277 3165.
NINEUS, Happy Bithdayl Have a
blast at those exciting P.D.’s
and may your happiness always
last. Love in friendship, Kadee.
NEEDED: Guitar player, who plays
bluegrass music, to play with a
banici player just for fun
(practice) Call Tracy at 14151
941 2170

FLUTE and recorder lessons taught
by SJSU music Master’s can
didate. Group 510/1050. Private
S20/mo. Call 287 5946

HAPPY Birthday Jeanine. You’re
my Sigma Chi Sweetie With
love, Gregg

3 Imes
4 lines
5 lines
6 hoes

LOOKING for a WEDDINC.
PHOTOGRAPHER? images by
John are expressions ol love.
soft, elegant. and understood by
everyone For the finest wed
ding photography call John
Paulson at 269 7937
TYPING AND CASSETTE
TRANSCRIPTION. SI page and
up. All work accurate and proof
read IBM Selectric II KITTY
CARTER 263 4525
TYPING Fast. Accurate. and
Reasonable too, Try me In West
San Jose Please call Patty at
984 1642

PERSONAL Image Consultant. You
receive a 2 hour consultation
and portfolio detailing a per
sonal color analysis.
your
dynamite colors, about 70 dors
per person, out of a set of 5001.
fabric and metal suggestions.
make up colors, personal style
description, I t nhion and tell
what sort of thing is isn’t,all
Questions about your colors and
style answered. Dress for
Success Method also discussed.
for men and women. $10 coat
plete. Call Carol at 5475501.
5:30 810PM most evenings.

stereo
MPM IF YOU’RE INTO SOUND.
UNIQUE sound Superior design
and craftmanship All this plus
We
an unlimited warranty
specialize in custom loud
speakers for stereo, musical
instruments, and PA We build
to your specifications within a
price range you choose Or if you
prefer. select from our standard
models Give us a listen before
making that final decision We’ll
change your mind For more
into, call 866 8969 anytime and
ask for Mike or Lee. MPM
CUSTOM SPEAKER SYSTEMS
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS IT! 10
SO percent discount! Your
campus buying service for 287
major brands of home elec
tronics. Stereo compacts, audit,
components, accessories, pro
sound equip, auto sound, TV.
VCR’s. videogames, watches
and calculators. All items new
sv.,1011 mfg warranty. plus 10
day defective exchange op
tional. 5 yr. parts and labor
Free tape or stylus timer wiany
system, free set up and advice
All at the lowest prices
anywhere. For more info/price
quotes, call 255S550, M F, 310,
wknds. Ask for Ken. Now
recommending the incredible
MPM Custom Speaker Systems
AUDIO ENTERPRISES HAS
IT!

TYPING These!, term papelis. etc
Experienced and fast. Phone
269 8674

tnwel
TRAVEL SALE
The air fare war is nil We
represent all tne options with no
bias Let us help you with your
plans. It costs you nothing extra
to work with a travel agent
Travel services available
Laker’s "Sky Train." All
Pass
charters Eurail
Br itrall_International. Student
Card..Youth
Identity
Hostel_Student flights to Asia.
Africa, Asutralia and Middle
East from Europe: Charter
flights to Hawaii, Mexico
travel; Hard to find travel
books; Luggage, maps, back
pa ks and other travel aids
TRIP and TRAVEL Planning
Company. Charter Travel
Specialists. 444 E. William St
110th and Williams sts., down
from Togo’s), San Jose, CA
95112. 14081292 1613 M F. Vatn
6pm, Sat., 10am 3pm

TYPING. Experienced in’ reports,
theses, resumes. Prompt ser
vice with accuracy guaranteed.
IBM Set 11.227 9525.
TYPING Outline, term papers,
resumes Fast, accurate, low
cost SI/P9 and up Call 274
1975,
NEW ELEC. typewriter $300 value,
S165/offer. Jane, 277 541I days,
287 1306 eves
TYPE term papers, theses,
reports, manuscripts
IBM
Selectric. Exp.. fast. bye. 264
1029.

Expert typing and proofreading of
term paper etc. Fast serv. 75
cents/Pg. Sheila 279 9129

You may be
wondering
how this man
got a date
with this
gorgeous
woman;
Well...he
impressed her
with his knowledge
on weekend
activities
that he found
in the
GOOD TIMES
GUIDE!!

JEANINE! You are one of my
dearest and closest friends.
Finally the big 19 has arrived.
You make me smile with your
bright eyes. Hapy birthday
toots! Love forever and always,
Kadee, your sister in Gamma
Phi Beta
THE Santa Clara Valley is
scheduled for destruction Nov.
1511.
DEB: It must be true that good
things come in small packages
Just you and me Love, John
BATMAN. I don’t assoc late nor do I
acknowledge CREEPS IN
bother
Go
TIGHTS
STREAKER! DARIN VADER.
PUMPKINS TO GO! FROM ATO.
These potential jack o lanterns
wi II be hand delivered to a friend
in Greek houses, dorms or
Immediate campus area. A card
for Halloween and other
ghoulish messages included.
Only $I at ATO until Oct 21 234
S Ilth St.99S 9707

Print Your Ad Here:

RATES-One
day
81,50
2.00
2 50
300

Want to do something evi ’ling thiS
weekends See the Good Times
Guide on pages fled 9

I

services

olom

r

WAITRESS. Exc part time lob
WIII train
MUST KNOW
Japanese foods. 867 7070

EARN 5100 to S480 weekly stuffing
envelopes at home Guaranteed!
For information rush self
addressed, stamped envelope
and 25 cents Rain) for handling
Metro Enterprises, Box 49114,
Austin, TX 78765

ASTROLOGY CLASSES, Learn to
interpret
calculate
and
horoscopes in small per
sone! ized
classes.
Clear,
organized instruction from
experienced teachers. Begin
ning and Advanced levels
available Call DONNICE at 292
0986.

Tve k itch., mad serv., piano, game
recap, parking. $32 per week
sha7e, S45-50/wk single. 202 So.
llth St. 293-7374.
I AM a sirgle father with a young
son. In exchange for free room
and board, I would like someone
to do light housekeeping and
cooking. Call 92e2362 after 6.

The

personals

,CoUnt anarna,,nadetV 30 letters and spaces tor each hurl

Two
cloys
ZOO
2.50
300
3 50

Three
deco
2.26
2.75
320
3 75

Four
days
1 40
.1 90
3 40
3 90

Frye
days
1 50
300
3 50
41)0

50

50

7,0

50

Fe, Ii
add;
none!
35
.3,55
.15

Fed, additions, One add
50

Minimum Three Lines One Dey
Semesrer
fall issues, $25 00
Chcli a Clessrhrenon
Announcements
Automotive
rot Sete

11.10 Wanted
loat and Found
Personals

1

coy

Insed Is

Dm,

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIED

Nowa., two data

SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Consecutive pulsar...on dates oh

SAN JOSE, CALIFORNIA 951 14

or to publication

No refunds on cencelled ed.
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AT STEREO DISCOUNT CENTERS WE ARE GIVING A

lit
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i II

rot

nit

Certificate
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7iz
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7,4e
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7ez

’100
Merchandise

nt
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WITH THE PURCHASE OF THE STEREO SYSTEM SHOWN BELOW
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You can use the certificate towards the purchase of any other stereo
merchandise in our store. (And we have many Famous brands to choose from.)
EXAMPLE:

Marantz Direct Drive Turntable
1 Pair of Headphones

You use the Merchandise Certificate to pay $100

$87.00
+14.95
$101.95
-100.00

Balance to be paid in cash

$1.95

This is Iliad It* ell as
’ s POWERFUL 2226B Receiver, (the newest model in this
series), and it has far more power than the Marantz Model 2216B, and it has
lower total harmonic distortion than the 2226 which it replaced!!!

52 watts RMS!!
Signal Meter

Tuning Meter

/
Gyro Touch Tuning

AM -FM Stereo

umninin,6.
o o

a000

o

ir0:\

0

t

A

Loudness Treble Power
Balance
Tape Monitor High Filter Midrange
FM Muting

Bass \

MitiliteNSX2r

We sound better

199

This famous Marantz receiver has 26
watts RMS per channel, (times 2
channels) into 8 ohms. Minimum
Continuous Power output from 20 Hz
to 20,000 Hz, with no more than
0 05% distortion.

BUYS IT ALL
AND INCLUDES THE MERCHANDISE
CERTIFICATE AT NO EXTRA COST,

(which can be used to buy additional stereo
merchandise such as turntables, cassette decks, etc.)

ALTHOUGH THESE SONIC
SPEAKER SYSTEMS ARE
RATHER LARGE FOR THE AVERAGE ROOM, THEIR BEAUTIFUL
WALNUT GRAIN COLOR BLENDS
WELL WITH ANY DECOR.

Stereo Discount Centers, Inc.
1795 W. San Carlos Avenue San Jose
292-3904

rE

